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The reason was that Mr. Jerome was

JEROME

ARREST

ON A CHARGE OF.

GAM6LI
PER

VGAINST

in jail.

For nearly an hour ho stood in a
small cell in the Coaticook lock-up- .
charged with gambling on railway
property. Shortly before noon he was
released on $500 bail for a hearing
before a magistrate tomorrow morn-
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DANGER
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IN FOGS

ing.

Meanwhile the special board of in
quiry, sitting, to determine whether

AUTHORITIES

THE WORK
NEY

(U)P

HAM-

OF ATTORTHAW

Thaw shall be .deported, heard two ENGINEER'S TESTIMONY SHOWS
CONDITIONS
DEPLORABLE
witnesses and adjourned, announcing
that a decision would be made at 4
ON NEW HAVEN ROAD
p. m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

to reduce Bpeed. Six trains passed
over this stretch of track within half
an hour, he said. The white Moun;
tain express made the fastest time
of any of them, its time sheet show
ing an average speed of 52 miles an
hour just before it crashed into the
Bar Harbor train.
"Did any of the trains have any
information from you as to how close
they were together?" asked Chief In
spector Belknap of the interstate
commerce commission.
. "No, I didn't think they needed it,"
replied the dispatcher.
Engineer Wands said that he did
not consider the "banjo signals" a
safe method of train operation, and
t.dded that the engineers' committee
had protested a'year ago against this
system, urging the adoption of a system of "distant indication." He said
that a train would have to reduce
speed to 10 or 15 miles an hour in
order to be safe' from running under
the "banjo signals" in foggy weather.
Charles Murray, the flagman who
was sent hack from the Bar Harbo
express, testified that he had never
been examined tor a flagman and
had never qualified for that position

Thaw Takes the Stand
examined In the fore- THE TYPE IS ANTIQUATED
The
witnesses
ANTE
PENNY
PLAYED
BE
noon were Thaw hiniself and Frank
Kennedy, deputy attorney general of SEMAPHORES
USED WERE ALL
WITH NEWSPAPER MEN THE LAW- New Yor. Thaw was on the stand
RIGHT WHEN TRAINS MADE
less than two minutes. He was asked
YER ENGAGED IN A FRIENDLY
15 MILES AN HOUR
one question:
CONTEST
"Are you the man who killed Stam
ford White?"
MANY BODIES WERE ROBBED
"Or. the advice of counsel, I decline
NO IMMEDIATE DEPORTATION
to answer," said Thaw..
JURY FINDS THAT
He was then excused. At this point CORONER'S
MONTAT
COURT OF APPEALS
a recess was taken and later Mr. KenVANDALS PILLAGED WRECK-AGREAL GRANTS WRIT OF
He identified the
nedy was called.
OF THE TRAIN
HABEAS CORPUS
committment, on which Thaw was first
sent to Mattea wan and the .decrees
New Haven, Conn., bept. 5. That
remanding him there after his defeat there were
wholesale and disgraceful
in various habeas corpus proceedings!
Coaticook, Sept. 5 Telegraph- in
New York.
b ic notice was served on the imIfl
railroiid wreck at North' Haven on
Jerome's arrest grew out of nn Inmigration authorities here today
is declared by CorTuesday
morning,
formal card game played with reporthat Judge Gervais of the court
oner Mix in a report today to Chief
I
in SQUABBLE
ters on a suit case yesterday near
of appeals at Montreal had grant- of Police Smith, requesting him to
station
the Grand Trunk railway
ed a writ of habeas corpus and
the culprits,
where Thaw is held in the immigra- apprehend
a restraining order holding up
In today's investigation before the BELIEVE THEY WILL BE ABLE TO
tion pen. It sent a thrill through the
any immediate move looking to
interestate commission the witnesses
BRING TARIFF BILL TO
town and crowds followed the former
the deportation of Harry K.
testified that engineers of the New
SENATE TOMORROW
some
district attorney to the jail;
Thaw.
danHaven
railroad
frequently
passed
The writ itself was being rush- hooting him, some shouting "Hooray ger signals of the "banjo" type in
Washington, Sept. 5. Democrats
for Thaw; deport Jerome."
ed here this afternoon hy spec- of the senate began early today what
weather
without
foggy
stopping.
Thaw's lawyers unanimously denied
lal train. It calls for Thaw's pro- administration leaders hoped would
Robbed the Injured
duction in court at Montreal.
that they were in any way responCoroner Mix said today during his be the last caucus over the stumbling
Is Ordered Deported
sible for Jerome's arrest, and Mllford
inquest witnesses told of men cutting blocks in the tariff bill. Every posAldrich, the complainant, said he had
Harry K. Thaw was ordered
fingers off dead passengers to secure sible effort was being made to rush
citi4 deported by a special board of
acted merely as a
rings, and of persons searching cloth-- I odds and ends of the measure into
zen. He is a mill hand. He cominquiry this afternoon, but an
of injured passengers to get money place for a vote on the bill in the
ing
immediate appeal was entered.
'
plained to "A. C. Hansen, crown pro- or valuables.
senate by tomorrow night.
Furthermore, a restraining order,
secutor, that he saw Jerome playing
The senate waited until- 2 p. m.
soon as this testimony was giv- As
cards and this morning Justice of the en
granted by a judge at Montreal,
come while the democrats were endeavorcoroner
Chief
the
Smith
had
removal
from
Peace James McKee signed the war- to him
prevented his
and to that official were given ing to agree on an amendment to
quarters here.
rant. Jerome had just stepped from
of the statements brought out, the income tax and satisfy differences
.some
on
He was found deportable
the telephone booth at his hotel when
with descriptions given of the alleged In their ranks oh minor points.
two counts. First, having en- Policeman John Andrews, somewhat
After several hours'- debate on va(thieves.
Shortly afterwards four detered the dominion by stealth.
diffident and uncertain of What would
rious
amendmeuU "to increase the
out.
fectives were sent
Second, having been an Inmate
happen, told him he was under aron
tax
incomes
the
Mounlarger
Miller
of
the
White
Engineer
of an asylum within five years.
rest.
,
tain express testified that he heard caucus finally adopted the amendment
Jerome started with surprise and
woman groaning and looking around prepared in the finance committee by
then smiled gravely and was, led awny jaho saw a mau
That
Trav-ers
'
deliberately cut off her Senator Smith of Georgia.
i
Coaticook, Sept. 5. William
to jail.
leaves the normal tax at one per cent
on
were
which
several
rings.
finger,
here
was
arrested
today
Jerome
Hector Verret of counsel for New He also saw a man
on a $300,000 minimum and provides
strip a dead wocharged with gambling.
York in the Thaw proceedings rushed
an additional tax of one per cent on
The complaint was made by Mllford lo the jail, confirmed reports of his man's hand; and afterward he saw Incomes over
$20,000 to $50,000; two
woman
a
man
over
Jean
and Injured
Aldrich, a citizen of Coaticook, who associate's predicament, then went to
per cent additional on incomes belocket.
a
snatch
and
away
swore that he had seen Jerome play- the office of the justice.
Other railroad men gave corrobora tween $50,000 and $75,000; three per
ing poker in public yesterday. JerHere he drew up a bail bond. Han- tive
cent on incomes from $75,000 to $100,-00testimony and one of them told
ome was taken to the jail where sen, the prosecutor, followed him and
four per cent on incomes beThaw was confined when brought here told the justice in no uncertain terms of a man who, with a pillow case tween $100,000 and $250,000; five
per
went
about picking up jewelry, purses
two weeks ago.
that the prisoner could not be ad- and other articles
t0 500.000. an Bix Per
value.
When
of
Jerome was locked up in a small mitted to bail at once, but should be
ers saw what ha was doing they clias- - cent additional on incomes in excess
cell and no one was allowed to see held for 24 hours more, perhaps 4S
him across the fields, but he es-- "l
ed
him. At 11 o'clock he had not retain- hours. The old Justice was in a quan-drit would tax incomes over $500,01)0
Aid-ric- h
caped.
seven per cent.
ed, counsel. The complainant,
After disposing of
Another Wreck Narrowly Averted
Is a mill hand.
McKee fingered
his beard and
the income tax the caucus took up
was
the
testified
It
further
that
outbreak followed
A
scratched his head. Finally he detrain the proposed bill on cotton futures
arrest. Crowds gathered about clared that he would go to the court White Mountain express, the
deals which was originally proposed
Bar
Harbor
which
into
the
plunged
the jail shouting" Hooray for Thaw! house and see what could be done.
Senator Clarke of Arkansas, but
express, was barely saved from collid- by
Now we'll deport Jerome."
Mr. Jerome was brought in and in
which Senator Smith of South Carobenour
an
Harbor
with
the Bar
Thaw's lawyers disclaimed any ,flve minutes the formalities were ar ing
fore the North Haven disaster, at a lina insisted should be amended so as
belief
arrest.
The
him
the
of
to
Face
with
face
in
knowledge
ranged.
between Springfield and Hart- to affect only illegitimate transactions.
the little court, the crowd said not a point
prevailed that it was due solely to
ford.
among the townspeople, who word of derision, and Mr. Jerome left
The two trains involved were the
OPERATION KILLED HIM?
the building laughing.
resented Jerome's presence.
of a procession of six which that ' Los
last
to
Angeles, Sept. 5. The concluthe
There was a disagreement as
Mr. Jerome, as a specially appointmorning passed Wallingford, three sion of the preliminary hearing of
Hanthe
of
his
offense.
for
penalty
ed deputy attorney general
alleged
miles north of the wreck, within a
Jess W. Willard and 11 others, cnarg-e- d
state of New York, is the leader qf son, the prosecutor, insisted that a
period of 32 minutes. The White
with manslaughter as the result
JerMr.
sentence
was
was
forces here.
provided. Mountain
jail
only
the
express was making 52 of the death of John "Bull" Young
ome was taken into custody at his Mr. Verret thought that a nominal miles an hour at Wallingford.
after a fight with Willard August 22,
hotel, the Coaticook ,, House, by Po- fine, on ' conviction, would be more
An order to stop the White Moun- was
so
expected to bo reached today.
like
was
He
Andrews.
it
liceman John
tain at Wallingford, which would have Several surgeons were called t the
Thaw laughed when he was told
surprised he cotild hardly speak. As
prevented the wreck, was rescinded, witness stand to give their opinions
a matter of fact, he had indulged in of the arrest.
it was brought out.
as to whether Young's death was due
"I knew that man would never come
with
a. penny ante game yesterday
Murray- testified that he to a blow on the
Flagman
jaw, as the prosecusarcastiche said
some newspaper men. They used a to any good end,"
had gone back to place danger signals tion contends, or an
"
operation to rean
ally.
suit case for a table and sat in
to protect- his train, "as far as I could lieve cerebral
as the dehemorrhage,
Jerome Slips Out
automobile waiting for the end of the
;
by my engineer's
until I was recalled
fense declared.
;
...
Thaw hearing.
.Jerome, to avoid any complications whistle.".
News of the arrest of Jerome swept over his bail, this afternoon, slipped
On the opening of the federal inthrough the town like wild fire. The unnoticed out of town, going to Nor- vestigation into the railroad wreck
Commissioner.
North
Haven,
Thaw hearing had in the meantime ton's Mills, Vt., where he said he ex- at
TOOAV IN CONGRESS
been adjourned.
pected Harry K. Thaw's arrival short- McChord ordered General Manager
A. C. Hanson, crown prosecutor for ly.
Bardo of the New Haven road to proStanstead county, issued the warrant.
Prosecutor Hanson announced this duce the minutes of all meetings of
He said that Jerome would have a afternoon that Jerome would be ar-- the New Haven directors since the
Washington, Sept. 5. Senate: Demhearing before a magistrate within rested at any time he attempted to Bridgeport wreck on July 12, 1911. ocrats caucused.
In session 2 p. m. and resumed con24 hours.
leave Coaticook, on the ground that j They would show, he said, what acj tion had
been taken toward the bet- - sideration of tariff bill
The charge is "common gambling he intended wilfully to Jump bail.
ferment of safety conditions.
on railroad property." The maximum
West Virginia mine operators conbris- - tinued testimony before Strike investiof
examination
witnesses
The
crown
Pleased
to
proMrs.
the
Thaw
penalty, according
secutor, is one year's imprisonment ' Cresson, Pa., Sept. 5. "Good," said tied with startling passages. Engineer gating committee.
with no option of a fine.
Mrs. Thaw when told of the arrest Wands of the Bar Harbor express
Banking committee continued to
"That will brought a gasp from the crowd when hear views of bankers on administraJerome was "admitted to $500 bail of Jerome at Coaticook.
he testified that engineers on the New tion currency bill.
shortly before 12 o'clock. He left the keep him quiet for awhile."
road frequently "drift by"
Haven
her
Mrs.
Thaw
House: Resumed consideration of
pleasure
expressed
jail smiling.
William Travers Jerome relaxed his when Informed of the Montreal re- danger signals in foggy weather.
urgent dificlency bilL
John C. Kelly, train dispatcher, had
vigil in the case of Harry K. Thaw port of another writ of habeas corpus
Banking committee voted: to favortoday for the first time since he was for her son, but steadfastly refused previously testified that weather con- ably report administration bill next
retained hy New York state to bring to say that she could continue her ditions on the morning of the wreck Monday.
M. M. Mulhall continued testimony
about the fugitive slayer's return to journey from New York to Montreal were "very foggy" but that he had not
considered It necessary to warn trains before lobby committee.
tomorrow.
Matteawan.
E
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CITY EDITION

TO NEGOTIATE ON
A

BASIS FOR

gravings for the notes is to be commenced at ont e.
The state has , rcco r.::;i?d and accepted the "plan ot GuaGalupe," also
in General Vejiustiano
recognizing
Carranza, the head of me "Constit't-- I
tionalists."

PEACE

CHAffliE TO JURY
DOESN'T FAVOR
CAIHNETTi

A State of Terror
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 5. According
to a special to the Herald George
HUERTA
SENDS
EMISSARY
TO Reed, former manager o the Pacific JUDGE VAN FLEET SAYS ACTIONS,
Mining and Smelting
WASHINGTON TO CALL ON
company at
NOT MOTIVES, SHOULD BE
Buena Ventura, Chihuahua, has reachTHE PRESIDENT
CONSIDERED
ed Douglas, Ariz., after a narrow escape from hanging by Mexican rebels.
PICKS MANUEMBE ZAMACBNA Reed says he was captured by a band WAS RELATION
IMMORAL ?
of rebel bandits while trying to get
out of the country and strung up to
SELECTION IS REGARDED IN THIS a tree and told
that he could either IF IT WAS, DEFENDANT VIOLATED
COUNTRY AS AN EXCELthere
die
or pay $2,000 and
and
THE WHITE SLAVE LAW, SAYS
hang
be released. He paid. Previous to
LENT ONE
THE JURIST
that, he says, the rebels took 400 head
of cattle from him.
IS A FOUR AMBASSADOR
A
PROTEST IS
AROUSED
Requena for Vice President
Mexico City, Sept. 5. The presiden
PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT'S AC- COUNSEL FOR ACCUSED MAN DE
tial
ticket of General Felix Diaz was
TIONS FORECASTS HIS
CLARE THE COURT' DID NOT
completed today by the designation of
RETIREMENT
ACT FAIRLY
Jose Luis Requena as candidates for
the vice presidency at a meeting of
Washington, Sept. 5. Manuel De the Felix Diaz party leaders.
San Francisco, Sept. 5. The caso
Zamacona y Inclan, former Mexican
Senor Requena is a prominent law of F. Drew Caminetti. charep.rt iviih
ambassador to the United States and yer, president of the chamber of mines
me iviann wnno siavo irai-fl- c
until recently financial agent for the of Mexico and chairman of the Felix violation in
was given to the Jury shortly
act,
government in London, will endeavor Diaz party organization.
after noon today.
to carry forward in Washington the
The followers of General Diaz exJudge Van Fleet, in charging the
adnegotiations between the Huerta
pect the head of the ticke to return jury, used in many passages the Idenministration and the United States for to Mexico by the end of the month.
tical language he employed In charga solution of the revolutionary prob,
ing the Digga jury.
lem.
PLAN WAS SOCCESS
on the contention ot the
In
touching
Zamacona comes primarily to conNew York, Sept. 5. The offering
tinue the negotiations begun with of the Union Pacific Railroad com- defense that "this whole case simmers down to a question of purpose,"
John Lind, but his ultimate object is
pany's $88,000,000 in Southern Pacific he said;
to secure for the Mexican government stock to Union Pacific share holders,
"If you find that these girls were
the loan which the United States de- under the Harrlnian dissolution
plan, taken to Reno as testified to
by them,
clared in its second note it would en- was more of a success than was at
defendant
while
there
and
the
that
American
to
if
bankers
float
courage
first estimated. This was indicated and his
companion Diggs cohabited
the Huerta government accepted the
by the announcement today by the with
then you may find that
them,
chief American proposals.
tanking firm which managed the un- they were taken there with such purThe administration here was soundAccording to pose and intent. That Is, if the eviderwriting syndicate.
ed out as to the mission of Senor
this announcement 810,054 Southern dence on behalf of defendant as to
Zamacona and had not yet given its Pacific
certificates, or nearly 92 per his
answer when the latter started from cent of
actuating motive In taking these
the offerings, were subscribed
Vera Cruz yesterday1.
girls with him on that occasion does
for, leaving only 73,072 shares for dis- not accord with
bis act, you may disThere seemed to be little doubt totribution among participants in the
card that evidence, if it does not carday in official circles that the Washunderwriting syndicate.
conviction to your minds, and base
ington administration would receive
nmount ry
The. first esltmnt 0f tr
lindi-ngou Lt intent upon tli'
Zamacona under certain conditions, as
j'jixr
subscribed for, made shortly after the acts
committed by him.
he "is well known here and regarded
SO
expiration of the time limit, was
"And even should you find that the
as one of the ablest of Mexicans.
cent.
per
defendant and his companion Diggs-weraffiliations, however, have
been with the financial instead of the
actuated In their departure or
flight from Sacramento by a fear of
diplomatic side of the Mexican gov- STORM DOES DAMAGE
ernment.
exposure or arrest, but that nevertheSome of the constitutionalists in
less In taking these two girls with
ON CAROLINA COAST them, there existed the intention to
Washington look upon him as the
agent of the "sientifico" or financial
subject them fo the Immoral purposes
group that for a long time ruled' Mexi REGION NEAR CAPE HAjTTERAS IS charged, then you will be Justified ii
co's affairs. As he had been such a
finding the defendant guilty.
SWEPT BY A DISASTROUS
little participant in Mexican politics
"If that immoral purpose was one
HURRICANE
because of his long absence abroad
motive inducing him to take these
others are inclined to regard .him as
with him, it would matter not
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 5. With the tele girls
of a
he
that
disposition toward
may also have been actuated
graph wires still down it was impos
" '
the present situation.
or other considerations
fears
his
by
sible today to get detailed informa
The coming of Zamacona produce 1
him to make that trip; he
of the havoc wrought by Wednes- moving
tion
an optimistic effect in official circles.
would nevertheless bo guilty."
Ths offer of encouragement for a loan day's storm on the North Carolina
Marshall Woodworttt took exception
to Mexico had been conditioned on coast between Cape Hatteras and for the defense to the
charges jis a
on the lowes coast.
Ocracoke
the acceptance of the chief proposals
to
in
and
and
whole
the refusal
part,
The
schooner George W.
made by the United States. The apto give certain instructions requested
of
went
which
ashore south'
parent decision of Huerta to' send Wells,
by the defense.
Zamacona before word was received Hatteras has gone to pieces.
The jury was allowed to go to lun
The twenty men, two women and
from Washington was taken to mean
cheon at 12:30 o'clock and was to reschoonthe
from
today that the Huerta government two infants, rescued
sume its deliberations at 2:30 p. m.
had, in effect, accepted the American er Wells are being temporarily cared
stipulation that Huerta should not be for in the vcinity'ot Ocracoke Inlet
a candidate for election. Though and the Durant life saving stations.
The schooner reported ashore three SHORTAGE
IN BIO
there is no assurance on record posi
tively excluding Huerta from the miles of Ocracoke is believed to have
1
it
presidential contest the Washington been the schooner Annie R. Heidritter,
FORT AY08TD
government is taking it for granted heretofore reported drifting helplessly
that he will not run and is likely to eight miles southwest of Diamond
encourage a loan under 'conditions Shoals with her rudder broken and STATE NATIONAL'S VICE PRESIthat will further the effort to bring otherwise disabled. The revenue cut- DENT SAID TO HAVE EMto the
has gone
about a cessation of hostilities and a ter
Nellie
BEZZLED MONEY
constitutional election.
schooner's assistance..
The White House has taken the
An unknown oil ship reported
Washington, Sept. 5. A defalcation
position also with respect to the loan ashore below Ocracoke was today still
of
$130,000 in the State National bank
that if Mexico accepted the American unidentified.
of Fort Worth, Texas, was reported
for
coast
establishment
of
the
proposals
The storm on the Carolina
peace in the southern republic, it was was the most severe in many years, today to Thomas P. Kane, acting
incumbent on the United States in re- and the damage, done was large. The comptroller of the currency, by Naturn to assist in the financial rehabil- rivers, which flooded the country for tional Bank Examiner Vanzandt The
shortage will not affect the solvency
itation of the country.
many miles, have for the most part of the bank.
subsided.
Sonora Charges Duties
Unless tlto Ocracoke disaster is conVice President Accused
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., Sept. 5. All firmed the loss of life appears to have
Fort WTorth, Tex., Sept C A telemerchandise coming into Sonora from been small.
gram received by the State National
portions of Mexico still in the hands
Oregon Vessels Lost
of the Huerta government will be
Portland, Ore., Sept. 5. Two fishing bank from Dr. Baldwin Woods at Bersubject to the payment of duty ths vessels, the sloop Fremont and he keley, Calif., today said that M. T,
sama as if they were imported from schooner Pilgrim, with 10 nun aboard; Woods, vice president of the Stairs
foreign countries, according .to a de- are thought either to have been lust National bank, Is on Iii3 way to Fort
cree issued by the Sonora state gov- or to be In distress off the Oregon Worth. Charges were, filed against hi ra
ernment.
coast. They sailed last Monday from .An- nst 29, alleging 'embezzlement ot
Another decree issued provides for Newport, Yapulna Bay, for the fishing $5,000 and today another charge ol
the issuance of 2,000,000 pesos of state grounds 12 miles off shore, provision- embezzlement of $10,000 were filed.
Officials of the bank, stated that a
curency. The money is to be issued ed for a 24 hour cruise. Nothing has
in series, 1,0 in number, and each Is been heard of them since. A storm completed audit showed a bhorlirr;-oto amount to 200,000 pesos, which are swept the coast for three days after
fin-- ?
$120,000. Suit has been
to be Issued as may ba needed. The they put to sea. Vessels along the against Woods to aifath "LS,0M of
issue is to be guaranteed
by 'be coast have been asked to keep a
real ist;ie h
vs. !(in also i'udr $2iV'0-'s
state's revenues. Work upon the ' lookout for them.
;

Zam-acona- 's

d
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TWO

fleet that the great American government la going to protect them "by
1879.
the steady pressure of moral force?"
ESTABLISHED
Do they not realize that President Wilson is going to hold to a strict and
Published By
stem account aubody president, ban- THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
uit, insurrecto, pacifico or any other
-(Incorporated.)
o" who shall "harm a hair" of any
American clothed in the panoply of
EDITOR American citizenship? Why should
M. PADGETT
they complain if they have to leave
REBELLIOUS
AND STILL THE
their homes and property, if they WILL WORK OUT PROBLEM OF
SPIRIT OF JAMES POMEROY
DEFENSE OF GERMANY
have to submit to the intolerable inIS NOT QUELLED
FROM THE EAST
dignities of soldiers and guerillas?
torare
and
What if they
plundered
Boston, Sept. 5. Jesse
Pomeroy,
Berlin, Sept. 5. On the historic
Entered it the posloffice at East tured, outraged and slain? Back of
if probably the most notorious life pris
armies
the
where
of
Silesia,
transplains
for
them stands the Wilson administraLas Vosas, New Meiico,
the Great carried the stand oner in the United States, tomorrow
mission through the DUted States tion, which bravely advises them to Frederick
year
Prussia
of
ards
just one hundred ami will enter upon the thirty-eightbe thankful if they get out of the
mails is second class matter.
of his confinement behind the gray
another
army
great
ago
years
fifty
them
of
country with their lives. Back
the imperial colors of a unit walls of the, famous state prison at
are all the warships of the third nav- carrying
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
assembled today under Charlestown. All of these years have
ed
Germany
solal nation of the world and all the
Dally, by Carrier
Frederick's
of
descendant, been spent in solitary confinement.
the eye
05 diers of the greatest republic. That
Per Copy
II. For the next This does not mean, however that ne
William
Emperor
15 Is to say, all this protection is back
One Week
five days this modern army of 70,000 never leaves his call. If he so desires
65 of them, but so far hack as to be of
One Month
divided into two opposing corps, he is permitted to exercise in the
"The steady pressure of men,
7.50 no value.
One Year
will engage in the annual grand or prison yard outside his cell for an
moral force" is going to bring order
Dally, by Mall
"kaiser" maneuvers, which are the hour every day in charge of a guard.
out of chaos. Everything Is going to
One Year
most important army exercises of But this is while the other prisoners
bo all right and "happier times" are
3
are at work in the shops. He is never
Blx Months
the year.
to come. Wh yshould the Americans
maneuvers this year are re- permitted to meet or see any person
The
who are being reduced to the status
as the most important ever excepting his mother, who comes to
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
or Armenians and other victims of garded
held by the German army. More men see him once a month, the prison
GROWER
outrages complain of
iiiHnffprahlft
are engaged than ever before, while warden and occasionally the governor
2 00
One Year
their lot? Isn't President Wilson the tests to which they will be put or members of his council.
100
Blx Months
reading essays in their behalf, and will be unusually severe. Aeroplanes
Pomeroy was a boy of 16 when he
Isn't Secretary Bryan delivering Chau and
was
sentenced to prison for life for
with
dirigibles, the latter equipped
on universal peace?
lectures
and murdering little chiltauqua
for
Mall
Subscripbe
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VICTIMS OF MORAL FORCB
FIRE FIGHTERS ON PARADE
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Don't hide your freckles under a
The president's in the case of Howard H. Barnum, the 1912, pleaded guilty when arraigned.
"happier times."
veil; get an ounce of othlne and recharming essay on the millennial era Matteawan asylum attendant who was Sentence was deferred.
of universal peace that is to he ush- on duty at the gate when Harry K.
Because of the illness of District move them. Even the first few appliImered In when Mexican dictators run Thaw escaped on August 17. On the Attorney John E. Griffith, Assistant cations should show a wonderful
out of revolutions does not strike day following Thaw's escape Barnum District Attorney Harry P. Owen is provement, some of tne lighter
these refugees with the compelling was arrested on a charge of bribery acting as district attorney during the freckles vanishing entirely.
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Another bunch

attractive values for our "After Supper Sale," which

will interest all careful buyers.

FOR. CASH ONLY
12
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Our entire line of

PERCALES 7

l-2-

10c PERFUMED TALCl'M 3c

c

a

Percales, including

12

variety of light and dark patterns, for Saturday

7

ing only, per yard

A good perfumed Talcum Powder, worth 10c a can,
for our After Supper Sale,
per can

good
even-

3o

t-- 2c

BOY'S

25c BOX WRITING PAPER 7

c

One lot of boy's waists, including a good
variety of
styles and colors, worth 50c and 65c each, special,

All of our 15c and 25c Box Writing Paper, for our
7
After Supper Sale, per box

1'2c

15c PACKAGE WRITING PAPER 7

l-2-

65c WAISTS 29c

each.

2Qo
BOY'S $1

c

La France Writing Paper in half pound packages,
worth 15c a packagefor this sale, per pkg
7 2c

65 KNEE PANTS 69c

Our entire line of boy's knee
pants, sizes 3 to
worth 85c to $1.65, special for this sale, each

1--

"DIME"

years

69c

WOOLTEX

SOCKS

6 Son

Guaranteed

6 Prs. 60c

16

Esteblidied

SUITS

f OR
WOMEN

South. iSidxaPkja

1062

ESESHaili,:
no good title can be given to the land
by either state. The taking of testi
mony will commence some time this
month and will probably occupy several weeks, possibly, months.

Water Applications
Two water applications have been
filed with the state engineer today,
and both are rather extensive pi opo- sitlons. J. Clyde Allen of LoyJ, Quay
county asks for five seconi feet from
Barancos creek for the irrigation of
800 acres of land, and Ralpn J Free-lanof Albert, Union county askd f',r
3,000 acre feet 'yearly from I he Alamosa creek, sometimes called
creek, for the irrigation of
2,000 acres.
Supreme Court Decides Cases
A ditch case from Bernalillo county
and another from Valencia, both Involving the same questions and both
having to do with the pueblo of
have been decided by the supreme court. In both the lower court
was affirmed. Chief Jusice Roberts
dissented. The cases are as follows:
Pueblo of Isleta, plaintiff in error,
vs. Frederick Tondre, et al defendant in error. Error to district court,
Bernalillo county.
Pueblo of Isleta, appellant, vs. J.
A. Picard, et al., appellee.
Appeal
from Valencia county.
Both the above cases involve the
same questions.
The first of the
above cases involves the validity of a
right of way for an irrigation ditch
through the lands of the plaintiff In

error, which condemnation proceedings were instituted by defendant in
error for the purpose of. securing a
right of way and a heaa gate, taking
the water from the Rio Grande river
at a point of diversion different from
that which had formerly been employed for that purpose. The proceedings
resulted from the Condemnation-othe
land and the payment Into court of
the amount awarded in that proceeding. The second of the above cases
was an equity proceeding for an Injunction to restrain alleged trespass
by reason of the operation of the new
ditch constructed over the right of
way awarded in the condemnation proceedings above referred to.
Judgment of the court below affirmed. Chief Justice Roberts

leged

shooting having
Chaves county.

occurred

Dona Ana Rolls Arrive
Lacking just three days of being
two months late, and arriving weeks
after every other county in the state
had its lists in, the Dona Ana county
tax rolls showed up at the traveling
auditor's office this morning. The
state board of equalization can now
get down to hard work on the multitude of appealed cases before it.

SYLLABUS

Chapter 49, Laws 1907, does not
regulate community aeequias prior
to the passage of the act as to the
right to change the point of diversion
from the stream into such aeequias.
2.
Said chapter authorizes the enlarging of an old community acequia
by condemnation proceedings.
Trial September 9
Trinidad C. de Baca returned last
night from Albuquerque, tvuere he had
gone to attend the preliminary hearing in the cases of F. V. Lanham and
F. A. Doran, charged with shooting
quail out of season. He states that
the trial of the case was set for Tuesday, September 9, at Roswell, the al
1.

CENTENNIAL OF NAVAL HISTORY
Portland, Me., Sept. 5 One hundred years ago today the
United
States ship Enterprise and the British
cruiser Boxer met off the Maine coast
and engaged in battle. The British
were defeated and their vessel captured. The victory of the Americans
came but five days before Perry's
triumph on Lake Erie, and was peculiarly welcome since it relieved the
popular depression caused by the capture of the Chesapeake by the Shannon three months before.
The engagement of the Enterprise
and the Boxer attained a mournful
celebrity by reason of the fact that
both Commander Burrows of the American ship and Blyth of the British,
ship were slain. Longfellow, then a
child, heard the booming of the guns
over the tide, and as a poet celebrated the tragedy of the two captains
who lie buried side by side in a Portland cemetery.
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MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO IS TO
SEARCH FOR INFORMATION
AND RELICS

'

Mountainair, N. M., Sept. 5 Fol- lowing the presentation or the Cuarai
ruins to the museum of New Mexico
by Messrs. Dunlavy, McCoy and Cor-beof Mountainair, the School of
American Archaeology commenced the
study and excavation of the site Sat
urday morning, August 23.
The work of the week nas consist
ed of the preliminary mapping of the
of the
Bite and the exploration
mounds and walls in tne town and
vicinity. The map shows an ancient
town of 15 terraced houses arranged
as a series of quadrangles. A num
ber of the underground kivas or sanctuaries have been located and the
. growth of the native American
quar
ter from the. original pueblo on the
northwest, southward and eastward
can be readily traced1. In addition
the area of the old mission church
has revealed an extensive eccelesias-tiea- l
establishment of the early part
of the seventeenth centry. To the
east of the church are the foundation
walls of the monastery and adjoining
buildings and across the road to the
north may be seen the foundations of
a building that was probably the mis
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One Tray to Every Purchaser of a 5c Pouch of MASCOT Tobacco
want every smoker in town to get one of these MASCOT Ash
Trays.
m your
dm
or
office
Attractive
colored
fine ename LTsh
The ladies use hbrapj,
trays and ornamental purposes. I've
fprmn
dealers to give one of these Ash Trays free, during the next few
of a 5c pouch of MASCOT Tobacco. Just go see these
trays at your dealer's ' and
my word for it, you'll want one.
,1
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pion school.
The walls and fortifications of the
ancient town and Spanish mission are

found to have been more extensive
and complete than of any other site
up to this time explored in the south
west. The town was surrounded oy
a stone wall of massive construction
and certain of the courts of the pueblo were further defended by inner
fortifications.. Walls were also con
structed outside the main fortifica
tions to defend the fields and crops
attacks of hostile Indians
from
The large mound to the south of
,the mission church, which is 200 by
133 feet in dimensions, proves to be
the principal burial place of the old
pueblo.
Up to Wednesday evening
13 bodies had been uncovered and the
indications now are that this mound
will prove to be very prolific in yielding up the mortal remains of the inhabitants of the old site. These finds
are of especial importance owing to
the fact that they are the first Tigua
skeletons to be scientifically studied.
They will be sent to the national museum in Washington for examination.
The custom of burying articles with
the dead does not seem to have been
extensively practiced, tnough a number of bone implements have been
found and a few fine specimens of
pottery.
Director Hewett was assisted in the
study of the mounds by Drv Charles
F. Lummis, Dr. B. O. Adams and Mr,
Ralph Linton; and in the plotting of
the site and the study of the walls
and fortifications by Dr. Mitchell
Carrol and Miss Dorothea Fischer.
The results of the week's work are
very gratifying in that they show that
the work of excavating a.nd recovering the old mission town of Cuarai
will be very fruitful in its contribu
tions to science. The Cuarai archaeological park as it develops will become
one of the most important and Interesting sights for visitors who are interested in the Indian and old Spanish
civilizations of America throughout
the entire southwest.

(For a Few Days Only)
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A Genuine 10c Burley Tobacco for 5c
There was never one like
My object in giving away these handsome Ash Trays is to get more smokers

The good news quickly reaches other
smokers, and I tell you, men, they come
t?e ?eaIers and call for
MAbOOT Tobacco m the handy, convenient
cloth pouch the new and better smoke.
No better Burley tobacco than MASCOT
ever came out ot Kentucky! Every leaf
selected f or MASCOThaabn
by the Kentucky sunshine barn-cure- d
in
the pure Kentucky air aged until thoroughly mellow and sweet.

ith the superior quality of.
MASCOTTobacco, in that handy red pouch,
for5c absolutely the highest grade tobacco,
and the biggest quantity of it, ever sold
for a nickel!

I

i

SAonnt0

delightful freshness and fragrance
of MASCOT, have already won the favor of
hundreds of thousands of smokers who realize that tobacco has to be fresh to be good.
You can't fool the big army of American
smokers on quality. When they get a
wonderfully better value in smoking tobacco
like MASCOT, they know it as soon as they
light a pipe or roll a cigarette.
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Then, and only then, this golden-brow- n
Burley tobacco is ready to be sliced, re- snceu, roiiea ana crushed, and finally
packed fresh, fragrant and delicious in the
red cloth pouch.
andy, pocket-fittin-
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If there is any better tobacco in the world than this selected
Burlev--

or a better way of preparing it for pipe and
t
has
never been discovered.
garette
Now, for the first time on record, I offer to smokers a
tobacco for 5 cents!
genuine
Every man who tries a cool, mild
or rolls
a Iresh and fragrant cigarette from pipeful,
MASCOT will
.Pass your judgment
recognize that
MASCOT
upon
today! Ccenvtz anjfjU. .

itucky

lOc-quali- ty

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- -'
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
O.
V. J. CHENEY & CO., Trlerto
We, the undersiened, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in nil business transactions and financially able to enrry out any obliga-

lUc-qualit-

y.

MtJL'

Go

tions made by his firm.

right away to any

dealer displaying the

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's "Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.

Testimonials sent- free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Tnke Hall's Family Pills for constlp-jrtion- .
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MONTREAL STAKES WELL FILLED
Montreal, Sept. 5. Everything is in
readiness for the opening tomorrow
or the autumn meeting of the Montreal Jockey club. The stables at the
Blue Bonnets track shelter hundreds
of horses that have returned well seasoned as a result of the summer's

campaign over the Canadian circuit.
All of the stake events are well filled
t
U
and only good weather is needed to
furnish a week of excellent sport.
Of the nine open stakes to be run
during the week the most important
is (lie Earl Grey cup handicap, for Kings Plate, the Derby Cup Handicap,
olds and upwards, one mile and the Hochelaga handicap, the Cham-plaia quarter, $1,200 added. Other
Selling stakes and the Stra'th-conevents on the program are the
Steeplechase Btakes.
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free offer siim in his win
dow get a 5c pouch of
MASCOT Tobacco and ask the dealer
for that Souvenir Ash Tray
FREE.
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TOBACCO COMPANY

WE WANT EVERY DEALER IN LAS VEGAS TO BE SUPPLIED WITH EXTRA SOUVENIR ASH
TRAYS, AND TO TAKE ADVANTAGF
OP
ALL. DEALERS WHO HAVE NOT ALREAiDY BEEN SUPPLIED,
inia ort.v.u
MAY SECURE A SPECIAL
SUPPLY
CF THE"
SOUVENIR ASH TRAYS BY APPLYING TO MASCOT HEADQUARTERS, ROOM 22, CASTA N EDA
HOTEL, BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 10 1M
THE MORNING AND
IN THE AFTERNOON.
v
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Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a familv to support
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fear tt TrUh such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon

t

j

5-- 7

est medicine, safe and reliable, cost- bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
ing little but doing much good, Foley Cross Drug Store. Av.
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action of kidneys and
The healing demulcent qualities of

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Re-tuso t oaccept it for it can not produce

the healing and soolbina; efl::t of
ley's Honey and Tar Coni.ioun l
sist upon tho genuine, which cttnts
no opiates. O. G. &h-?fCross Drug Store. Adv.
er
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FOUR

the son of a Prussian
officer, If Is another ironical
LAST
TO
dispensation of fate that Bismarck,
who hated Bebel, unwittingly made it
or the young socialist leadposslbJo
T TO
OF
er to acquire the education which the
struggle for existence had theretofore
denied him. Iii December, 1870, Bismarck, caused Bebel and Llebknecht
to be arrested for "misprision of high
The Leipzig court found
treason."
MIGHT STARVE
DID NEW MEXICO FEDERATION
BISMARCK MADE IT POS- them guilty on March 25, 1872, and MANCHUS
HOW
WILL
NOT PRESIDENT YUAN GIVE
MEET IN ANCIENT CITY
SIBLE FOR EARLY SOCIALIST
sentenced them to two years imprisonTHEM ASSISTANCE
NEXT MONTH
TO GET EDUCATION
ment, which they served, in the fortresses of Hubertusbcrg and Konig-steiPeking, China, Sept. 5. Despite the
Bebel had nine months added
Berlin, Sept. 5. The last represen- Beginning October 7 there will be a
tative of a disappearing epoch has for lese majeste. Bebel has left an promise of the republic of China that meeting of the New Mexico Federafamily ' of tion of Women's clubs in Santa Fe for
gone. Of that group of great pariia-- j interesting account of this period in the dethroned imperial
China should have $3,000,000 a year the
montarians and party leaders who his memoirs.
purpose of transacting the regular
Another good service which the Bis- for the maintenance of its establish- business of the federation and the
fought with or aasinst Bismarck there
was left only August Bebel, and he jmarcktan Imprisonment did forBe-wa- s ments and servants, actual poverty election of the delegates who will at
borne to his final rest in Zurich bel was to permit him to recuperate has Invaded the household of the great tend the biennial meeting of the Gen
Manchu family that for two centuries
eral Federation in Chicago next year.
Sunday. There is now none left whothis strength. - He was suffering from
and a half ruled China and knew only
the
when
to
the
This meeting will be the third anReichstag
belonged
incipient tuberculosis, having already
German empire was founded, only a a marked cavity in one lung, and was magnificence and luxury. The de- annual gathering of the federation and
little more than a generation ago, as in extremely weak physical condition. throned child emperor, the three it will last from October 7 to 10. Spe
we reckon generations nowadays. Bis- He collapsed shortly after his delivery women named as dowager empresses cial rates are being offered on all rail
since the death of the remarkable
marck himself, Windthorst, Rupen into the fortress, and was under med
roads for this trip and it is expected
wno so long held
Rlck-ert,
ical care for some time. The lung dowager empress
Richter, Bennlgsen, von Miquel,
that the attendance will he large.
iron sway in the last decades of the
Liebnecht the elder, Auer, Singer cavltv healed entirely, and he soon
Complete reports from all the affll
their courtiers and servants
all preceded the grim old tighter recovered his strength. Then he se empire,
clubs will be heard and general
lated
have been for many months virtually
whose death closes the history of cured permission to have Llebknecht,
for the coming work of the fed
plans
dependent upon the private charity
a scholarly man, spend two hours a of
will be discussed. The local
eration
great days.
President Yuan Shi Kai.
In the first Imperial parllameat of day in his cell, and give him Instrucof the federation will meet
members
Of the $3,000,000 annual Income
on Wednesday afternoon for the pur
1871, Bebel was the only socialist. tion in English and French.
promised the Manchu family on abdiThe party had been founded but two
of selecting delegates from this
Intresting details of his fortress cation
nearly two years ago, only pose
so111
nBebel
memoirs.
to
see
to leading club women.
years before. He lived
days ore given the
According
city.
about $300,000 was ever paid, and this
cialists in the Reichstag, making the and Liebknerhl boiii
badly the was at the time
it, is important that all members of
of abdication and was
party by far the strongest represent need of some r.hvti..:il exerclso. and swiftly swallowed in the
the club be present at that meeting
paying off of
In.!
a
4,250,000
vote
cultlvato
of
to
secured permh-irced, and a socialist
old retainers in the course of redup- - so that, the soletion of delegates may
the empire, nearly 35 per cent of all small plot of land. Llebknecht, "who," ducing the huge
imperial establish- be disposed within ample time before
votes cast at the elections of 1912. writes Bebel, "had then written his ment.,
the general meeting in Santa Fe.
He lived through the period of the work on the land question, and conThere probably will be four or five
The Manchu family might still fa-Bismarckhm
laws, under sidered himself an agrarian author- the world without
ex
of
thought
poverty delegates from Las Vegas, but the
which the party was outlawed and ity," investigated the soil In the gar- if it could
its entire posessions act number has not been decider! upon
gather
eoclalist assemblies and publications den and declared, that it needed fertil of
jewels, tapestries and gorgeous fur as yet. The program for the meeting
were banned by strong prohibitive izing. The two raided an old comBut the treasure room of at Santa Fe is as follows:
nishings.
laws. Four years and eight months post pile, carried manure with great the imperial
Tuesday, October 7
palace in the Forbidden
he passed in prison, the first sentence labor to the spot, worked it into the City, which contains diamonds, emer- 2 p. m. Meeting of Executive Board.
Every alds, rubies, articles in
following a prosecution Instituted by earth, and sowed ' radishes.
wrought gold 4 p. m. Meeting of "Council Fires'
TMsmarck himself. In 1883 he helped morning, as soon as they were releas- and other
Advisory Board.
exquisite articles, of virtu-i- s
defeat an attempt to renew the
ed from their cells for their dally exS p. m.
President's
armed
Evening.; Ad
soldiers
by
the
guarded
of
laws, and Bismarck, his bit- ercise, the two raced to tha spot, republic, and the same condition ex
dresses' of. welcome on behalf of the
ter opponent, fell. The day had pas- eager to see how their garden was ists at the other palaces, at Mukden,
state of New Mexico, the city of
sed definitely when to be a socialist coming on. The radishes put forth .Tehol and elsewhere.
Santa Fe and the Santa Fe clubs.
was to be a criminal.
a splendid growth of leaves, but noThe Manchus were ousted from the Response on behalf of the delegates
All socialists are loyally hated and thing else, and the prisoners sought palace of the Forbidden City, Yuan President's Address. To be followed
feared by all other creeds and par- the fortress warden to know what Shi Kai having decided to move the
by an informal reception to the delelies. The kaiser has termed them was the matter. Then they learned presidential quarters there. The royal
gates, given by the Santa Fe clubs.
-- fellows without a country," and for
to their immense disappointment and establishment has been removed, or,
Wednesday, October 8
n government official even to read a Liebknecht's discomfiture, that rad- it might be said, practically driven t 9 a. m. Business Session.
socialist newspaper means severe
ishes must not be sown on fresh'.y the summer palace, some miles out- 2 p. m. General Session. General to
measures against him,
side Peking Were it not for the domanured land.
pic for session, "The Woman's Club
in aggravated cases to loss of
Bebel's strength as a politician and nations of President Yoan from his
as a Factor in New Mexico Educa
As the head and forefront party leader came from a combina- personal
fortune actual starvation
jAsition.
tion." Papers and addresses dealing
the offending party, Bebel was per- tion of qualities. For one thing, "he would certainly invade the household
with the clubs in their relation to
il Hps the most bitterly hated and fear- was an extremely able orator, in a of the detroned child emperor.
the various phases of the educationInside information has come to light
ed man In the empire, and the press land where good public speakers are
al system of the state.
comments on his death and career
rare. He was, too, a speaker of tre regarding the negotiations by which 8:30 p. m. Reception tendered the
In the circumstances, as fine a mendous force. He warmed up slow the Manchu dynasty was brought to
delegates by Governor and Mrs. Mc
tribute as was ever paid to any Ger- ly, but at the height of his speeches an end. The dowager empress, who
Donald, at the executive mansion.
man, of all the important newspapers a torrent of vivid phrases poured from took the reins of government after the
October 9
of the empire, only Die Post brays his lips; he bore down all opposition regent resigned, grimly resented all 9 a. m. Thursday,
Business Session.
venomously at the dead Hon. Eypn and converted his hearers into raging suggestions of abdication for a long 2 p. m. Automobile sightseeing trip
the steadfast old Kreuz Zeltung, a enthusiasts. Opponents hated h'.ra time while revolution and' turmoil
about Santa Fe.
paper plus royaliste que le rol, and but they feared him, and hesitated swept the land. Yuan, having a deep 8 p. m. Entertainment.
the Deutsche Tageszeltung, agrarian, to provoke the wrath of this rugged, sense of personal injustice In conseFrtday, October 10
quence of the disgrace into which he
beyond leonine fanatic.
Prussian, and
9 a. m. Business Session.
had been flung by the royal house,
words, pay unreserved tribute to BeGreater, however, than his oratoric-alanAdjournment.
when called by the emnevertheless,
bel as an honorable man, eln ehricher
parliamentary gifts as a factor
Schwarmer. This Is, Indeed, praise in his success was the conviction of press and the public jointly to give
made suggestions which indifrom Sir Hubert
friend and foe that August Bebel advice,
SENATORS PROMISE
a
cated
certain loyalty to the throne.
Bebel
came
from
the
August
up
meant what he said, and that nothing
to say, he declared that, while
depths. An ironical fate decreed that mean or low ever came near his That is
he
TO GIVE THEIR A I
the establishment of a re
favored
this
should be born as thoughts. No suspicion of personal
not
did
think the
public eventually, he
advantage was breathed against him Chinese
people were ripe for
in his more than 40 years of public
'
CATRON AND FALL WILL WORK
life. In his private life he wi3 a
FOR COMPLETION OF THE
But when conditions so clearly
devoted, husband and father.
SCENIC HIGHWAY
tff the fact that the Manchu
pointed
Bebel's death comes at an inoppor
dynasty would no longer be tolerated
tune time for his party. The yearly by the Chinese
Communications from Senators Catpeople, Yuan planned
report; of the party's executive com- to effect a peaceful abdication. He ron and Fall have been received by
mittee, to be presented at the
made, however, no headway until ne the Commercial club regarding the
"party day," soon to be held at won over to his side an aged retainer movement to induce th government
Jena, shows that the party member- of the dowager empress, in whom she to complete the scenic highway to
ship has practically stood still during was known to repose the greatest con- Santa Fe through the Pecos national
'the past year, the only important ac- fidence. It is declared that this old forest.
cessions having been women. Fur-- I retainer was bought over to the side
Senator T. B. Catron, In his comthermore, the party is divided into of the republicans by the payment of munication, informed the club's spethree wings, with almost Irreconcl-liabl- e $300,000, and that he earned this by cial committee that the proposition
differences existing between the persuading the empress that the Man-ch- u would receive his prompt attention
ultra-radicmembers, led by Rosa
dynasty, for all its long and won- and that he would introduce a bill in
Luxemburg and her followers, and derful history, had come to an &ud.
congress for the appropriation of a
the conservative or revisionist wing,
One condition of the abdication re- sum sufficient to complete the highled by th? scholarly Eduard Berrstin. served to the Manchu family all its way. This bill will not be acted on
Bebel's sway was so undisputed his possessions of jewels, tapestries, cer- until the next regular session, as the
hold on all members of all branches amics and things of gold; Its palaces special session Is now occupied with
of the party ..was so complete, that and gardens. But with government the tariff and may take up the curwhile he lived he was the rallying soldiers guarding them and refusing rency bill, but will not likely consider
MRS. MARY A. snrPSOTTT'-- '
of the Manchu
She owes her good health and great point and the court of last apnea! the representatives
any other matters.
There are still able men in the party, family access, and wth the governStrength to many years' use of.
Senator A: B. Fall stated that he
flument utterly failing in its promise to would also give his
Whiskey but not' one With a tithe of the in
Cdiy's Fiira
hearty
which only proves our oft repeated con ence possessed by Bebe! Via place pay an annual income of $3,000,000,
in pushing the bill that will be
old
tention that it "makes the
feci young
the plight of the former Imperial fam- introduced
cannot be fi,led
and keepstheyoungstrong and Vigorous. B.;mply
by Mr. Catron at the next
ily may soon become pitiable.
"I have used Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskova
session
of congress. Senator
regular
sreat many years, and I find it given me grcnt
someI
go
Dibbs
let's
Gibbs,
say,
112
communication that
a
I
am
now
and
in
his
Fall
stated
good
strength
years old and In very Rood health for ono of where
When the bowels feel uncomfort- is quit possible that the bureau of
tonight. The wife's got everyyears." Mrs. Mary A. Simpson, 333 Do
ny
able and you miss the exhilarating
Craw St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
thing torn up, housecleaning.
will recommend the compleMany men and women who have passed
follows a copious forestry
Gibba Nay, nay, old man! Things feeling that always
years and even the century mark tell tha
of
this
HER-BINroad. The cost of the
tion
eamo story as Mrs. Simpson about what Duffy's
morning operation, a dose of
TureMalt Whiskey has doae toward renewing are ditto at our place, but as the poet
set you right in a couple completion of this highway will be
will
t:ieir youth and keeping them vigorous, hala
says: Be it ever so tumbled, there's no of hours. If taken at bedtime you approximately $150,000, according to
hearty and in possession of aii their faculties. As a leading doctor si vs. tliy secret of tha
get Its beneficial effect after break- Senator Fall.
place lilte home.
.Malt
thidg is that Eu'ty' I'ura
Whiskey,
7;lolo
fast next day. Price 60c. Sold by
if taken as prescribed, af.sist'J in driving out
Both Santa Fe and Las Vegas are
Central Drug Co. Adv.
M,ease firrms, invigorates the brain, enriches
t'lood, quickens the circulation, brings restful
Mr. Quoter Solomon has said "the
vastly interested in the movement
.sleep and prevents decay and old age.
battle
nor
not
the
the
race
is
swift
to
an
and there Is said to be little doubt
CAUTION When you ssk your
have
ever
"Did
you
experience
eror dealer for Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskeygro.
ba to the strong."
but that the bill, when presented by
shark?"
with a
:re end
the ganuine. It is an absolutely
nerfrcingl malt whwlcey and Is sold IN
I suppose in hia
Mr.
Senator Catron, will be acted upon
The
the
Camesport
I
before
navy.
"Yes,
joined
EAl.f.J EOfTLLS ONLY
never in bulk. Look
mar ir.o ttte
time the sporting competition was
20 per cent favorably.
me
charged
he Old Chemist." on
.
t he tulKti, and make sure
pretty crooked.
a month."
Secretary Stark and the Commercial
Jte wl over the cork
club are leaving nothing undone in
i
Price fl.bO
feme bottle. Write
the
"A man never loses anything by
"Tremendous crowd up at cur their efforts to secure nxiion
Medical Densrttnrnt,
He
M.lt W his
Puffy
of
the
Old
the
completion
church
last
night."
Fopy.
highway.
politenes,'iSaid
'Co., Rocheter, N.
Y., for
medi- -l
"I know a lot of men who never
"New minister?"
nd doctor's
jhonkl
,.;
j
Subscribe for The Optic.
betbeoat tree.
intended to," added Grouch.
"No; it was burned down."
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Pickpockets in New York relieved
Ambassador Wilson of his pocijietbook.
"Ge," he is believed to have said;
"this is no country for me-- I ought
"
to have staked In Mexico."

BE SEA LIONS ARE A

MORE OF THE'

WOMEN

j

j

-

i

e

anti-sociali-

'

'

rar-nis-

'

antl-sociall-

d

He The hand that rocks he cradle
rules the world. Don't forget that.
She Then you came in ind rule , he
world a while. I'm tired.

CIRCUS

The market closed irregular. Industrial stocks were the chief features of
the last hour's speculation. Railroad
stocks moved narrowly and sluggishly and were somewhat easier in tone.
The last sales were:
77
Amalgamated Copper
109
Sugar .. ..
94
Atchison ..
159
Reading
90
Southern Pacific
...150
Fnion Pacific
63
United States Steel
..108
United States Steel, pfd

TRIO OF DENIZENS OF THE SEA
The Australian Wages board has
PERFORM MANY REMARKfixed the minimum wages of the woABLE FEATS
men employed in the boot and shoe
industry and who have been in the
An act of extraordinary Interest with trade four years at $6.20 per week
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
wild of 48 hours. The minimum wage of
the Al G. Barnes big three-rinChicago, Sept. 5 Rapid progress
animal circus Is Tom, Dick and Har- women working at treadle machines,
of
threshing in the northwest carried
lions
These
trained
sea lions.
ry,
fixed at $8 per week.
with hot wax,-iAdvices
wheat, prices down today.
are the proteges of Captajn Albert
g

Stonwall, who for many years has
been engaged in the capture, study NATIONAL BANKS WILL
and training of water 'animals and
'
'
reptiles. Dick, one of the trio has
NOT COME IN GLADLY
been under the tutelage of the captain for nearljr.nlne, years and is, now
a real star actor. .......rM s.i
a. MANY OF THEM WILL REFUSE
Sea lions take the same rank in the
TO UNITE TO FORM PRO. ,
ocean that the African Hon does In
POSED RESERVE SYSTEM
the jungle. They are the kings of all
water life, being able to outswim and
Washington, Sept. 5. Predictions
outfight any other denizen of the briny that If the administration
currency
deep.
bill should pass without change the
Though cumbersome in appearance, government
would fail to organize
the sea lion is active and dexterous the proposed federal reserve system
out of the water to a remarkable de- were "renewed by bankers today at
gree. For instance, Dick and his the hearings before the senate bankside partner Tom are equilibrists, ing committee.
"If changes are not made," Sol
jugglers, musicians., ball players and
bareback riders. Juggling rubber and Wexler of New Orleans said, "I am
billiard balls on the tips of their noses confident state banks will not come
seems to be done with the greatest of in, and many national banks will reease. Throwing these balls from one organize under state charters.
You
to another and catching them by the will have a legal shell, out you cansame means is a part of their act. not organize the' banking system it
Doing this same stunt while "priding contemplates."
"Would you prefer no vnew law at
galloping ponies, has given them the
prominence of being the best trained all rather than the bill now before the
sea lions known. Harry is the come- house?" asked Senator Brlstow.
dian of the trio. He vigorously ap"We would decidedly prefer no
plauds every clever stunt done by his law; we do not believe the house bill
offers a sound or workable system
partners.
These lions are only one of the of financial reorganization," said Mr.
many features offered by the great Wexler.
Barnes show. Fifty entirely new acts
are on, the program. Over 350 trained
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
animals take part in the entertainNew Yorlc, Sept. 5. The eaBe with
ment.
A mile-lonstreet paarde in which stocks advanced today on a
which four bands participate is given comparatively small amount of busiat 10:30. Two performances will be ness indicated that the week's decline
had been largely the result of profesgiven here Friday, September 12.
sional selling and and that little real
"In Mexico nearly every man wears stock had beja. sold.
a mustache."
Announcement that the subscriif
"Yes, you see, it is always neces- tions to the Southern Pacific exceedsary down there for a man to have ed the first' estimate of SO per cent
something to1 hide behind at a mom- made by the underwriters, amounting
ent's notice."
to more than 90 per cent, gave
strength to the Harriman 'shares! the
"Did the doctor diagnose
your effect of which was felt throughout
case?"
the list, and speculative sentiment
"Yes."
became bullish for the moment and
"How long did it take'"
prices were; pushed up steadily until
"Not long.- I wore my shabbiest many important stocks had risen a
suit."
point or more. Bonds were firm.
Union ' Pacific, Amalgamated and
We pay 5c a pound for nice large People's Gas were foremost In the adclean cotton rags. Optic Publishing vance after midday and Increased their
..
Co.
gaina to over two points.
g

were at hand that the peattered showers in the spring crop region had
The cables failed
done no rlpme.
to afford much comfort to the bulls
and showed but little response to the
advance on this Bide. The opening
cent, off. There was
to
was
a slight rally, but the market then
sank lower than before. The close
was nervous at net decline of
to 1 cent.
Intense heat still prevailing over a
large part of the belt gave some firmness to corn. Buying demand was
only moderate, however, and prices
gradually eased off under last night's
to
level. The- close was steady
1 cent under last night.
Oats weakened under commission
house selling on resting orders. One
of the- large cash houses was also
prominent on the bear side.
Provisions rose in sympathy with
an advance at the yards. Offerings
were fair on the advance, but did not
seem to make much impression. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, September 88; December
'

-

-

92; May

96.

May 7414.
Oats, September

December

76;

Corn, September
73;

45;

May

Pork,

48.

December

42;

January

September $22.20;

$20.25.

January

Lard, September $11.35;
$11.20.
Ribs,

October

'

$11.35;

January

$10.62.
KANSAS

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, September 5. Hogs,
receipts 2,000. Market 15 cents higher. Bulk $8.358.70; heavy $8.20
8.40; packers and butchers $S.30
8.75; lights $8.408.75;; pigs $5.75
7.

Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steafed
Prime
dy to 10 cents lower.
steers $8.509; dressed, beef steers
$7.508.50; western steers $67.95;'1
southern steers $56.50; cows $3.50
6.50; heifers $4.508.75; stockers
and feeders $5.257.60; bulls $4.25
6.25; calves $5.5010.
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market steady.
Lambs $6.907.35; yearlings $4.75
5.25; wethers $4.254.75; ewes $3.50
4; stockers and feeders $36.65.
PI

.

102 Years Young

;

Another lot of specials selected to make attractive drawing
cards. Our price sells ak.nd our quality noways tells. You will
note, we quote prices on fir t class merchandise only You can't

afford to p&.ss up these

What We Offer for

NIGHT

SATURDAY

values.

MONDAY

7 to 9
Women's Best Hose, Best

10 Yards Anioskeag Gimjham

35c Quality, Per Pair

10 Yards Best Dress Gingham,

j

10 Yards Good

Outing"

.

v

7 to 9
Women's

Kid Gloves,

10 Yards

Worth $1.25, All Sizes
All

Colors.

3Bq,

BGc
SATURDAY

,

Per Pair

NIGIIT

7 to 9

$1.39

10 Yards Lonsdale Muslin

30c

Men's Collars, Arrow
Brand, Alvays Sold 15c
Each

10 Ycvids

Limited

Bo

to Each Customer

drus-irUl-

man-eatin-

Your Choice, Each

Sampson Galatea

Cloth...

;

65c and 75c Neckwear

Ot.tQ

10 Yards 36 Inch Silkohne..

fonr-scor- o

rt

.U?e

10 Yards American Calico.

NIGHT

SATURDAY

.

E

.

NIGHT

7 to 9

BQc
Flannel, COc

10 Yds. Manchester Percale,

;

Vit

SATURDAY

g

LADIES'

trade-mar-

'

if

THE

STORE OF QUALITY"

OPPOSITE

DOME
JOURNAL
PATTERNS

E.LASVF.GAS.

N.Mf
rnjrnw

mma

HOTEL

,
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PERSONALS
of Trinidad was a
business visitor In the city today.
Under-sherif- f
Felipe Lopez has returned1 from a short business trip to
Santa Fe.
Ed Flynn came lu yesterday from
Kansas City, en route to hia home at
Santa Rita. ,
Bias Sanchez was a business visitor
In Las Vegas today from his home at
Wagon Mound.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left this
afternoon for Raton for a short business visit at that place.
F. M. Jones left last night for Chicago where he will be on railroad business for the next few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R, E. Keefe of MarVegas last
shall, Tex., arrived m
night for a several days visit.
Murray Carleton, Jr., mayor of
Watrous, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas yesterday evening.
Harold Kohn left this afternoon for
the
Roswell where he will
New Mexico Military Institute.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate returned' last
night from Raton, where she has been
on a short visit with relatives.
Morris Van Houten and John Heins
of Shoemaker were In Las Vegas last
night, guests of Hotel Romalne.
Miss Amelia Turner left this afternoon for Vaughn where she will enter the employ of the city schools as
7fJ
a teacher,
j
A. W. Bikker of Albuquerque was a
business visitor here today. He represents the Continental Casualty
C. R. McDowell

ls

L. Pertstein, a well known merchof Tucumcari, arrived In Las
Vegas last night for a few days' busi-

ant

MARTINEZ NAMED

10

HEAD THE

STATE CHAMPION

NOT IN IT

Real Hero of the Links In This Community Was the Man Who Refused to Play the Game.

We had a chance to demonstrate
our theory last fall, says & writer in
the Topeka Capital. It worked like a
potato in a rheumatic's
pocket.
Through the influence of the missus,
who has friends, we obtained a card
FORMER LAS VEGAS MAN TO BE to a very select country club in an
eastern state, where we stayed ten
PRESIDENT OF
The club had golfltis in it
days.
BOARD
most acute form. The men and women who frequented the club played
Washington, Sept. 5. It is learned golf, talked golf, ate golf and slept
from an authoritative source that Fe- it. It was the home of the state
lix Martinez, of Albuquerque, N. M, champion and the game was the one
and El Paso, Tex., has been appointed important topic of conversation.
For a day or two we were lost in
Dy Secretary of State Bryan, president
the atmosphere of golf which befogof the newly created
ged the place. Then we began to atcommission to visit all
tract a little attention by indicating
countries for the promotion ol in a delicate and polite way that the
trade and friendlier relations. The whole thing bored us to extinction.
other members of the commission, When we respectfully declined to engage in the game or borrow any of
which

CHAVEZ

READY FOR HIS

COMMISSION

Latin-America- n

with the president, numbers
three, are Franklin Adams, secretary
of the
Union, and D. O.
Lively, livestock commissioner of the
Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition. Each of
the appointees, it is said, accepted
appointment on the commission.
It Is understood that the commissioners, accompanied by their secre
taries, will sail from Hampton Roads,
about September 23, on board the
cruiser Des Moines. They will visit
Cuba, Hayti and Santo Domingo first,
thence proceeding along the Central
American coast, visiting each of the
Central Amercan republics. They will
then visit all of the South American
countries on the east coast, round
Cape Horn about the first of the year
and proceed northward along tho
western coast of South America, visiting all the republics on the Pacific
side. The tour will end sometime early
next summer at San Francisco.
The purpose of the newly created
in cementing
commission
closer
relations
between the United
friendly
States and the countries visited is to
promote extensive trade relations incident to the opening of the Panama
canal, and also to induce
counthies to participate in
the Panama-Pacific- ,
exposition in 1915.

the implements connected with the
sport there was great surprise. Our
assertion that we did not play the
game and did not wish to was received with amazement. Up to the time
of our advent the state champion had
been the colossal figure of the club.
At the end of three days we had
the state champion hanging on to the
ropes. At the end of a week his existence had been forgotten. As a
curiosity he had been crowded out of
place by the "eccentric" Kansan who
sat around reading the reports of the
world's championship games, deaf to
golf and all of its manifestations. It
Isn't always the hand that is dealt
you. It is the way you play it
ACCORDED

A

HIGH

POSITION

Women of Servia, Well Educated and
Able, Are Companions of Their
Husbands and Brothers.
.

GETTING

DO' YOU
me PEOPLES

Trinidad, Colo., Sept. a. Benny Cha.
vez, who has been battling' his way
into the championship class arrived
here late yesterday, having made the
trip from Denver by easy stages on a
motorcycle purchased by him shortly
after the contest with Frankie Burns.
Chavez, accompanied by his hustling
manager, Louis Newman and A. Ross
and Frankie Fowser, will leave tomorrow for Ute Park, N. M., where the
champion will enjoy a couple of weeks'
outing before getting into training for
a series of battles with the best men
of his weight.
Benny will not be idle for the next
three months. He has been matched
to meet Frankie Conley in Denver on
September 26. On October 3 he Is
matched to go yith Eddie Sinnot of
Chicago and on Thanksgiving day he
is to cross arms with Johnny Coulon,
world's bantamweight champion. This
battle will probably be staged at Juarez, Mexico. This will be a 20 round
bout. Louis Newman thinks it likely
that Denver will make a strong bid
for the Coulon bout. Newman ex
pects to run up to Denver tonight and
either arrange for the contest In that
city or accept the Juarez offer.
Chavez Is In need of a rest as he
fighting regularly three or
four times a month lately. Upon his
arrival here his manager made a denial
of the story circulated from Denver
recently that Chavez had signed an
agreement to fight hereafter under
the management of Otto Floto of the
Denver Post. Chavez is not under the
writer
management of the sporting
but in the hands of Newman.

Latin-America- n

TRUST CO.

. . . OFFICERS . . .
John W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecllio Rosenwald. Secretary
Ivo W.

"

,

Lively.-Assista-

Cleofes Romero.
Secretary

nt

...

. . . DIRECTORS
Sigmund Nahm, Cleores Romero. Chaa. Danzlger, Daniel Cassldy, D. L.
Batchelor, Clemente PadlUa, Jose
A. Baca, Cecllio Rosenwald, John W.
Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Jose Felix EsquibeL
J..E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.

TODAY'S BASEBALL

'i

A L
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

National League
Cincinnati at Chicago.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh; 2 games.
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston; 2 games.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

"

American League
at St. Louis.
Detroit at Cleveland.
New York at Washington;
Boston at Philadelphia.
Chicago

2

games.

American Association
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
Western League
at Denver.
at Lincoln.

Sioux City
St. Joseph

Topeka at Des Moines.
Omaha at Wichita.

0

National

League
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5, First game:

There is no country In the world
ness visit here.
St. Louis
3
9
women occupy a more dignified
where
returnH.
Hunker
8 12
Attorney George
Pittsburgh
position in the home than Servia. The
ed this afternoon from Santa Fe
Batteries: Sarmon and Hildebrand;
Servian idea is quite different from
where he has been on business for
that of 'the Turk, who keeps his wom
Cooper and Simon.
the last few days.
en behind shut doors or the German,
whose ideal woman is a hausfrau. In
Miss May Henry of New Yorlc City
Boston, Sept. 5. First game:
Servia the woman is the companion f
left last night for her home after havR.H.E.
the man.
ing been a visitor with relatives for
1 3 1
Philadelphia
A man is responsible for his un
tho past few weeks.
Boston
4 1
0
married sisters, and throughout the
Mrs. B. Archibald returned this afBatteries:
Seaton an.d Killlfer;
Balkan states it Is considered rather
ternoon from California where she has
a breach of etiquette for him to marQuintt and Whaling, Rariden.
been visiting trends and relatives fov
before his older sister.
DESPONDENCY
ry
C. S. Hawkins of El Paso arrived in
No Servian girl would feel she could
Is often caused by Indigestion and
the past few weeks.
American League
the
city this afternoon for a few days' hold up her head in society unless constipation, and quickly disappears
Mrs. Carrie V. Prescott left today
Sept. 5. First game:
Washington,
Tablets
when
tak
Chamberlain's
are
business
i
visit.
she could speak four languages. There
for Silver City, where she will attend
R.H.E.
en.
sale
all
dealers.
Adv.
For
by
R. R. Champion returned this after- is hardly a Servian woman who canthe New Mexico State Normal durNew York
2 5 1
not
some
musical
play
Instrument,
noon from Denver, where he has ,been
3 9 2
ing the fall and winter.
Washington
Embroidery, painting, drawing, and
on business for the past few days.
J. W. Showerker, representative for
Batteries:
Schulz
and
are
all
is
studied.
Politics
Gossett;
sculpture
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Wiest of Wagon
i
I
a popular feature among women.
the King Brinsmade Millinery comBoehllng, Johnson and Henry, Ain- and
Mound came in this afternoon
NOTES.
WORLD
LABOR
Servian
women
a
was
business
St.
domesticatof
arp
Louis,
pany
very
smtth.
will be visitors here for the next few ed and the highest ladies pay
visitor In Las Vegas today.
personal
'
attention to trivial matters of house
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnsen returned days.
Mrs. H. C. Young returned this aft keeping.
last night from New York, where they
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
Oregon was the first state to pass
There are two women doctors pracernoon
from Denver, where she, has
vishave been for the past lew weeks
a
Labor
law
in
Day.
ftr
Belgrade, and several wombeen visiting friends for the past few ticing
en teachers. But public opinion, on
iting friends and relatives.
One hundred and seventeen labor
weeks.
National League
Miss Winifred Shuler left this afthe whole, is rather against women papers are published In Austria.
A New York Brooklyn,
New
County Engineer George Morrison entering the labor arena.
ternoon for her home at Raton after
A workmen's compensation act will
left this afternoon for Villanueva,
York,
D.
Mrs.
been
of
J.
the
guest
having
come into effect In West Virginia Oc
where he will be on business for
At Pittsburgh St. Louis,
Pitts
Jekyll and Hyde Both Out.
Leahy for the past few days.
tober 1.
the
He will
short
time.
inspect
burg
One day Mr. Jenkins, senior partAVilliam Lord, who recently returnThe Wisconsin State Federation of
that Was recently built at Vil- ner In the Arm, came out of his pried from New York, left this afternoon bridge
lanueva.
vate office and handed Jimmy, the of- Labor has established permanent
American League
for Roswell where he will enter the
General Manager F. C. Fox of the fice boy, a slip of paper and said:
headquarters In Milwaukee.
At Philadelphia Boston,
Phila
New Mexico Military Institute.
"Here, Jimmy, go over to the pubwestern lines of the Santa Fe, will
Following a long struggle the jour delphia,
R. J. Sutherland, bonus supervisor
lic
and
me
'Dr.
library
get
Jekyll and neymen tailors of Scotland have re
pass through this city tonight on his
At Cleveland Detroit, 4; Cleveland,
for the New Mexico division of the
to Raton from Santa Fe, where Mr. Hyde.'. I have' written It on a ceived a wage increase of 10 per cent
way
Santa Fe Railway company, came In he has been on business for the past piece of paper for you so that you will
An official report recently issued
not forget."
At Washington New
York, 3;
this afternoon for a short business few
$3 per week as the average
gives
days.
lost
the
on
2.
Jimmy
the
slip of paper
Washington,
visit here.
E. E. McClintock, superintendent
way. When he discovered his ioss wage of farm laborers In Ireland.
At St. Louis St. Louis, 5; Chicago,
Mrs. C. M., Garnett, accompanied by of the mountain division of the West
he returned to the office without goMotormen and conductors of Cov
Daniel Crockett, left this afternoon for ern Union Telegraph company, was ing to the library and was seated at
ington and Newport, Ky., have secur
Roswell, where Daniel will enter the a business visitor in Las Vegas for a his little desk innocently shooting flies ed
recognition of their union and an
Western League
with a rubber band when Mr. Jenkins
New Mexico Military Institute for the short time
in wages.
increase
yesterday. He la makin
to
At
said
Denver
him:
Denver, 12; Sioux City,
coming winter.
arrangements for the installation of
British trades unions are planning 2.
"Well, Jimmy; where's 'Dr. Jekyll and
Misses Alice and Virginia Meade, a number of
Improvements in the Mr. Hyde?' "
to erect In London a magnificent la
At Des Moines Topeka,' 3; Des
daughters of J. M. Meade of Topeka, local office.
Please, Mr. Jenkins," responded bor temnle at a cost estimated at Moines, 1.
.will spend a few days visiting here
General Manager A. G- - Wells of Jimmy with well feigned candor, "the
$1,000,000.
At Wichita Omaha, 5; Wichita, 4.
with Mrs. J. H. Ward while en route the coast lines of the Santa Fe, passr lady at the library said they both just nearly
111., is preparing to en
Springfield,
At
Lincoln Lincoln, 8; St Joseph,
home from a trip to California.
went
to
the
ball
game and to call for tertain next week the annual conven
ed through Las Vegas "this afternoon
Mips Susie Connell left this after-no- n on his way to his home in tos Ange them in the morning."
tion of the American Brotherhood of
for Wagon Mound li where she les. Mr. Wells was
accompanied by
Workers.
Cement
Old Town Again In Limelight.
will remain for the next few months. his family and has been touring the
a total income of $2,000,000
Out
of
She will enter the employ of the Wag- world for the past six months. He
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Stockwell, England, where a hidden
labor
unions of Austria last year
the
on Mound city schools as a teacher.
sailed from San Francisco six months church over 600 years old has just
and
for education
Miss Elizabeth O'Hearne of Cincin- ago and during that time has visited been discovered, has hitherto been expended $250,000
for the unemIn benefits
set
National League
famous
for
its
which
chiefly
$280,000
ghost,
nati, O., left last night for her home all the interesting places In Europe all London in an
Club
in 1772. Mak- ployed.
Won Lost PcL
uproar
after having been a visitor in Las and the Orient.
ing the furniture dance and the crockAmerican New York
of the
86
42
.672
convention
The
Vegas for the paBt few days. She has
ery fall was the ghost's specialty, Federation of Labor to be held in Philadelphia .
74
47
.612
been the guest of Mrs. H. P. Browne.
TRAVERS WINS MATCH
though by way of variety an egg once
56
to
is
Chicago
.539
November
...71
Seattle
in
expected
E. H. Lively, brother of I. W. LiveGarden City, N. Y., Sept. 5 Travers flew across the room and hit the cat.
59
67
.532
be the largest in point of attendance Pittsburgh
ly of this city, arrived in Las Vegas won his match with Herreshoff five Having excited London and frightened
Boston
54
68
.443
ever
held
the
the
organization.
Stockwell,
ghost retired, leaving
by
last night for a few days' visit. Mr. up and four to go. Anderson was one
71
behind a firm belief in his supernatural
.432
4
The industrial welfare- commission Brooklyn r.ilJ.'.-J5Lively is on his way from his home up on Evans at the end of the twenty-sevent- origin, until many
later a serv- M Portland, Ore has recommended Cincinnati '
78
.409
years
:54
at San Francisco to New York and
hole.
ant admitted that long horse hairs at' S5
.351
workers In manufac- St. Louis -- l
Boston. ;
Last night's heavy rain left the tached to the crockery and wires to that all "women
in
that'establishments
city
bushiesi
turing
car.
Garden City's golf course thoroughly the furniture had enabled her to play
Traveling in private
American League
No. 3, Vice President Chambers of saturated and the four surviving con the ghost so successfully that frighten- shall receive a minimum weekly wage
Club
Won Lost Pet.
$3.64.
that
and
ed
not
never
even
than
of
beholders
they
less
detected
such
the Santa Fe, accompanied by his fam- tenders for the national amateur
44
84
.656
Philadelphia
not
as
more
nine
feats
than
at
the shall be employed
open
throwing the egg
ily, will pass through Las Ve?as tot championship today found heavy go- cat
Cleveland
77
52
.597
54 hours a week.
or
a
hours
day,
night on his way from California to ing,
70
56
.556
Washington
Charles Evans, Jr., of Edgdewater
his home in Chicago.
67
64
.511
Chicago
La Grande Passion.
M.' c. Whitcomb, formerly cashier was matched with John G. Anderson
HOW'S THIS
Boston 64
62
.508
"Une grande passion est une
of the Castanedda hotel but recently of Brae Brun. Jerome T. Travers of
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Detroit .
57
71
grande folie. Mediocrity in all thines
.445
transferred to Albuquerque, came in Upper Montclair, the present cham- is wisdom; mediocrity in sensations is ward for any case of Catarrh that St. Louis
83
.371
Hall's
Catarrh
cured
by
cannot
be'
No young
yesterday afternoon from Kansas, pion, played Fred Herreshoff of Gar- superlative wisdom.
44
New York
80
.355
lady should fall in love till the offer Cure.
where he has been visiting relatives. den City.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
F.
J.
has
been
made, accepted, the marriage
He will remain in Las Vegas for sevCharles Evans of Chicago was two
Western League
We, , the undersigned, have known
performed, and the first half-yea-r
J.' Cheney for the past 15 ypars, Clu- beral days before returning to Albu- up on J. G. Anderson or Brae Brun, ceremony
Won Lost Pet.
of married life has passed away. F.
him perfectly honorable
and
and Jerome Travers of Upper Mont- a woman may then
querque.
5U
Denver
.635
87
to love, but In allbelieve
finbegin
transactions
and
business
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual clair was five up on Fred Herreshoff
with very great precaution verv c Dol
Des Moines
77
60
.502
out
carry
obligato
able
any
ancially
director of Temple Monteflore, has re- of Ekwanoka at the end of the first ly, very moderately, very
Lincoln
74
.532
rationally. tions made by his firm.
turned from an extended visit in New 18 holes of the, semi-fina- l
round in If ever she loves so much that
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, St. Joseph
.518
66
71
harsh word or a cool look cuts her to
York and other eastern states. Dr. the national amateur golf championToledo, O. Omaha .
68
70
.498
the
heart, she is a fool. If she ever
Landau has come back to his people ship today.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- Topeka .
j
C2
';',
.456
74
loves
so much that her husband's will
in the best of health and inspired to
acting directly upon the blood Sioux City
59
80
.425
-is her law, and that she has trot into nally,
of
the
surfaces
system.
mucous
and
greater efforts. He waB warmly wel53
.381
86
George W. Perkins, president of the the habit of watching his look in or- Testimonials sent free. Price 75 Wichita
comed by the members of CongregSold by all Drugbottle.
CIgarmakers' International union, has der that she may anticinate hiR cents
ation Monteflore and his numerous sailed for Zurich: to attend the Inter- wishes, she will soon be a neeleo.ted gists. per
fool." Charlotte Bronte.
other friends in Las Vegas.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipnational labor congress.
Subscribe for The Optic.
ation. Adv.
has-bee-

BANK

-

CAPITAL PAID UP - $113,000.00

CAMPAIGN
TRINIDAD BANTAM EXPECTS TO
BE BUSY BOY DURING NEXT
FEW MONTHS

iANKING'WITH

"No Need To
Watch It".

3

ri

xfrtf

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

'

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

ll

I In

(I

-

!

6--

Let us wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtainable at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost.

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

2--

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President. ,
President
'
Hallen Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
.

E. D. Raynolds,

Vice

f

;

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

,

Capital.

S.ioo. 000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Imerest Paid on Tlma Deposits

h

.Li:46
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J

1,050

FULLY

EP1FPE0

AT VBOli

C283

;49

uLA?D
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'

SOT

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

Las

'

c;: 3

Phone Main 344.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

YELLOW BLISTERS

1FALFA SAVED A
--

ALL OVER BODY

TOTAL FAILURE

Itched and Hurt So Could Not Rest
Day or Night. Nearly Tortured
to Death. Cuticura' Soao and
Cuticura Ointment Cured,

OF CROPS
THE DROUGHT AND
PRESENTED FARMERS WITH

WITHSTOOD

VALUABLE

"Our little hoy
i:g!1uik New Mexico.
broke out In little yellow bUstora about
t.iv size of j)lu hixuia and thry ittsluiU and
hurt so badly bo could not
rest day nor night. In a few
days tiny were running sores
and kept spreading until they
wore as lari?e as a dollar. He
had them all over his body
and was nearly tortured to
death, as they hurt him so
badly he could hardly sleep.
He would scratch and cause
great sores all over his face and let?s.
"AVe tried several highly recommended;
remedies but they didn't seem to help him
a bit. Nothing seemed to do any good until
we got Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Wo
hadn't used the Cuticura Soap and Ointment but a short time before he. was completely cured without a scar." (Signed)
Mrs. .1. H. Northcutt, Nov. 22. 1912.
Not only are Cuticura Soap and Ointment
most valuable In the treatment of eczemas
and other distressing eruptions of skin and
scalp, but they are also most effective Jn
the treatment of pimples, blackheads, rod;
rough skins, itciiing, scaly scalps, dandruff;
dry, thin and falling hair, chapped hands
and shapeless nails. A single cake of Cuticura Soap. (25c.) and box of Cuticura Ointment (oOc.) are often suOient when all
else has failed. Sold I y druggists and dealers
Liberal sam plo of each mailed
everywhere.
Skin Hook. Address postfree, with 32-card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.';
WMon who slave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it boat for skin and scalo- -
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SEED

GAMBLERS TO GO

Where

ON TRIAL AT

Shall We
Go This
Summer?

TRINIDAD
SEVERAL OTHER CASES OF IMPORTANCE ARE TO I3E HEARD
EARLY IN THE TERM
,

CHAPMAN

S3

?et-tin- r;

'

Tri-ancj-

u

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

f

Tisa

for

i;

ir

j

M.

Wm. P. Mills.

ADVER

W. M.,

TISEMENTS
cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertlseminta
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

H. 8 .if an Petten, Secretary. J.

I

OPTIC'S
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iijmiiiim
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Ma-sonl-

Kinkel. B.
corder.

C;

Chaa. Tamme,

Re-

Greenclay, Secretary.
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I. O.

O. F. LAS VEGAS

NO.

LODGE

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G. ; Gus Lehman, V. G. ;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
'
Trustee.
,
1.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

NO. 3, ROY

RANSFORD

NO. 2, O. E.

CHAPTER

Meets first and third Fridays

S.

MAIN L

NUMBER,

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- f of Temple Mont?fiore at 8 o'clock P.
lar conclave iwc 4 Tues-- ! m. Visiting brothers are cordially InIf
ikJ
o
day In each month at
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Temple at 7:3 9. m. O. H.

Regular con- vocation first Monday iu
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, 'H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

at

7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
X O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Main 329.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. .Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.

Local

Montague,

Visiting
a"d

Deputy.

WANTED Reliable healthy companmembers are especially welcoftj
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
ion to invalid young man. Mail ap- FRATERNAL
cordially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
plication with references to Mrs.
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Co., Las Vegas.
Visiting members are cor
LGCAL TIME CARD
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PresiWANTED Good
girl for general dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
housework.
Eas. Bcund
Mrs. H. c. Coors, 520 Bally, Treasurer.

Arrive

Washington.

O. ELKS

second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Fmr
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
FOR SALE Cheap, four fine milch are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
cows. Inquire 918 Douglas avenue. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
PUBLIC AUCTION I will sell at pub.
11c auction to the
highest bidder the KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
following live stock at my ranch
f
one and
miles north of the f urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
city of Las Vegas, on the east side Pioneer building. Visiting members
of the Mora road. Sale to begin at are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
10 o'clock sharp on Thursday, Sep. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
tember 11, 1913. Five head of milch
cows, some to be fresh and some KNIGHTS' AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
giving milk; 12 head of steers one
f
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
6
and
head
years old;
first and third Mondays of each
yearling steers; 6 head steer calves
about eight months old; 4 head steer month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
calves under six months old; 4 head Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
heifer calves ten months old; 4 head
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanheifer calves ten months old, from cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
best milk stock; 3 range cows good 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
for beef; 1 mare four years old; 1 Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
horse six years old;. 1 horse nine East Las Vegas, N. M.
years old; 1 horse ten years old
Terms of sale, cash. Judd A. Det
terick, Owner; C. A. McMillan, Auc
tioneer.
B.

P.

Meets

Safe

Depart

9: JK
No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m
No. 4.. .11:05 p. m.... 11:05
Nc
8.
2:05 a. m... ::10
No. 10.
1:45 p. m. ... 2:10
West Bound

Arrive

1..

Noi
No.
No;
No.

3..

7..
9..

4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m.

m.
m.
m.
m.

Depart

m....

1:20 p.
6:10 a,

p.
p.
a.
p.

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

m....

..

one-hal-

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Attorn
New Mexico

Las Vegas,

one-hal-

DENTISTS
DR.

F- -

B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

CRYSTAL iCE '

FOR SALE Several pieces of furniture
almost new. Mrs. J. D. Barnes,
third floor Wells Fargo building.
FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las

Far
FpR

RENT

710 Grand

Rssnt

Modern furnished rooms.
avenue.

Five room cottage on
Phone Purple 5301.

RENT

FOR

Ml.

Veas

Professional Heatth Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m,

Ice & Storage Co.

,

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

RETAIL PRICES'
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dliyery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Dsiivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dsllvery

,

,

20c per 100 lb
25c per 100 lb.
30c per 100 lbs
per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lb.

AGDAPDBA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purtly
Iastlng Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

1

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

if

ANO

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

Are Best

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

:

larket Finder

g

7.

Cor-thor-

Spe-wi-

CLASSIFIED

Why Not

hMA

Meets second and
Regular comfourth Thursday
evening each
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
third Thursday in brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
sach month. Ylsitlnj Davis, Dictator; J.
Thornhlll,
brothers cordially

COLU
TOR

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

RATES

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

i,

150-acr- e

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

mm

.

e,

record-breakin-

Bhe

OPTIC

15he

Trinidad, Col., Sept. 5 The dozen
Upon the correct answer to
cases on the district court docket in
this question will depend
which local saloon men and others
much of the pleasure of your
are charged with gambling have been
outingf.
Why not avail yourin
the
given an early setting for trial
of
self
the
assistance of the
cases
term.
These
Involve
September
the use and operation of what are
undersigned, one of the Sandeclared to be various gambling deta Fe's summer tour specialThe defendants are Ottavlo
vices.
ists? His help will cost you
TJberti, A. D. Bruno, Nick Putaturo,
nothing, but you will find it
Pete and Paul Baca, A. and H. Baca,
invaluable.
T. A. Thompson, Joe Massaglia, R.
Dolce and Joe Di Gregorio, M. Pelli-grinJoe Stancato, Louis Noci and
Visit .
Floyd Beauchamp.
The trial of John Kotzsman, charg
only two or three bushels to the acre;
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
luit even such a light yield as this is
ed with exhibiting obscene literature
California, the Northwest
not so bad, as It will make the growto a young girl, was set for September
a
Nico-linOn
the
acre.
16. The statutory case against
er from ?10 to $15 an
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Carbone was set for the tenth
other hand, the men who are getting
Northern Lake Regions, or
and the trial of Luclnda Cordova and
from six to ten bushel yields are get
an
sixthe Atlantic Coast Resorts
to
?30
?f5
Mrs. Raphael Martinez for the
ting all the way from
K.
Sam
Apand
crops
the
of
teenth.
not
to
hay
Goldenberg
acre,
speak
this summer? ,
which will be harvested from the same
ple, charged with keeping a bawdy
house, will be tried on the fifteenth.
fields, which are worth $10 or $12 for
Complete information about sumWhen they failed to appear in court
ach cutting.
mer fares and train service, etc.
neceswere
declared
yesterday the bonds
Rather unusual conditions are
sent promptly, if you address
forfeited. James Mitchell of Coke-dalsary to bring about a bumper alfa'fa
bodcharged with assault to do
D: I,. BATCHELOR
seed crop, but the chief requisite
Among the Cottonwood valley
who have big seed yields this year ily injury, will appear for trial on
seems to be plenty of dry weather af
Ao'pnf
ter the tlant besins to blossom. As is A. M. Breese, who this week thresh- September 13.
for
the
bus
driver
Was, ST. M.
Grover Hall, a
ed 800 bushels of seed from a
a general thing the second crop
- Harlan
in
court
hushbarn,
Is
of
appeared
an
livery
six
this crop field, getting
average
the best for seed, and it
els to the acre. The seed is of fine this morning to answer to the serious
from which farmers here are now
their big yields. After the first quality and at the prevailing prices of statutory charge preferred by a
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
girl. Hall was given time in
cutting of hay had been put up early $5 to $ Ca bushel will sell for ?4,000 or
-- UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS
counsel.
to
which
employ
1n the season, there were plenty of $4,500. A neighbor Harry Starkey
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
Three cases are on the board for
rains to give the second crop a good who also threshed his crop this week
In the Matter of Charles H. Weaver,
one
field 305 bush- today two civil actions and
start and then it turned dry. As al- obtained from a
No. 13S
Bankrupt. In Bankrupty.
falfa sends its roots deep Into the els or an average of more than 10
To the Creditors of Charles H.
Grant Merritt entered a plea of
ground some times to a dept of 10, bushels to the acre which so far is the
to the charge of larceny and Weaver of East Las Vegas, in the
guilty
E.
necessarthis
Is
eyar.
or even 20 feet the plant
best seed reported here
of San Miguel, and district
was sentenced to serve GO days in County
valley
a bankrupt. Notice is hereily a hardy one and is not affected by Shaft, another Cottonwood
aforesaid,
was
the county jail. Morris
charged
a lack of rain so bad as the other farmer, threshed out the snug little
that on the fourth day of
given
with stealine some mine tools at by
D.
A.
1913, the said
crops. For this reason an. alfalfa Beed sum of $T,500 worth of seed from his
September,
.
Rugby.
Charles H. Weaver was duly adjudi
rop may be and is often produced farm a few days ago and still has an
without a drop of rain.
cated bankrupt; and that the first
other field to harvest. . E. Gayer, J.
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
failure
Is
a
alfalfa
seed
Just why
O. Wilson, Charles Ward, Frank Cope cases of
meeting of his creditors will be held
bladder
and
trouble,
widney
)
a wet season but will make a big land and a score of other farmers have rheumatism and lumbago, because at the office of Chester A. Hunker,
- eld in a
dry year when scarcely any- harvested crops in the last few days thev remove the cause. You can not Referee in Bankruptcy, on the west
can be raised, alfalfa grow- - yielding all the way from three to take this honest curative medicine in side of the public plaza, In Las Vegas,
else
ing
to your system without getting the
San Miguel county, New Mexico, on
v s explain as follows: With an abund seven bushels an acre.
right results. Try them. O. G. Schae- - the
Seventeenth day of September,
What will doubtless be the greatest fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
pnr.e of moisture and frequent heavy
A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock in the fore
. w'ns, the plant grows up quickly, rank
alfalfa seed crop ever raised In this
.rd tall. It will bloom and the seed county, however, is now being cut on MAX BLANK AGAIN IN TROUBLE noon, at which time the said creditors
Ir :1s will form, but that is about as the C. M. Gregory farm Just east of New York, Sept. 5. Max Blank, pro may attend, prove their claims, apnear a seed crop as it ever arrives. this city, containing more than 400 prietor of the Triangle Shirt com point a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
for all the strength seems to go into acres from which 2.ouu nusneis or pany in whose factory nearly 150 wo- and transact such other business asmeetmen and girls were burned to death may properly come before said
the crowing plant itself, which is seed is expected.
in 1911, was arraigned in the court of ing.
"heavy and luxuriant, but which makes
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
On the other
CAUGHT A BAD COLD
special sessions today on a charge
"only a big hay crop.
"Last winter my son caught a very of having the doors of his new factory this September 4, A. D. 1913.
liand, if only enough rain falls to put
he coughed was in Fifth avenue locked in violation of
CHESTER A. HUNKER,
the crop 4n good growing condition, bad cold and the way writes
Mrs. Sa
dreadful,';
Referee in Bankruptcy.
was
laws.
The
n nd then the season turns dry before something
the
complaint
safety
rah E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa, "We
the plant begins to blossom, and con- thought sure he was going into con made by inspectors of the Are pre
DESPONDENCY
tinues dry during the time the seed sumption. We bought just one bottle vention bureau, who swore they found
Is often caused by Indigestion and
and
of
Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
150
with
doors
the
the
are
and
padlocked
forming
factory
maturing,
pods
constipation, and quickly disappears
his cough and
one bottle
Following when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak
result is invariably a good seed yield. that his cold stopped
For sale persons working. (inside.
cured
completely."
e en.
soon after the destruction of the
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
The tendency of dry weather to re- by all dealers. Adv.
duce the growth of the .plant naturally
factory two years ago and the
HIGH-BREDOGS ON SHOW
causes a greater development and.
great loss of life Blank was indicted
on
a manslaughter charge. After sev- 5.
Scores
of
of
heavier filling
the seed pods.
Oakland, Calif., Sept.
aH eral trials he was finally acquitted.
Jn a big seed crop the plant may thoroughbred doss, representing
stand barely a foot high and' appear of the popular breeds, were on disYellow complexion, pimples and dis
to one unfamiliar with alfalfa to he a play at the Piedmont Pavilion today
on the face or
failure when in fact every plant is at the opening of the annual bench figuring blemishes
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
heavily laden with seed, the most valu- show of the Oakland and Alameda body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
able thing Kansas farmers have ever County Kennel club. Judging was s a powerful liver corectant. It puri
Silver
fies the system, stimulates the vital
raised.
i;:'r5ni7$ commenced soon after the opening organs
viand puts the body in fine
this morning and will be continued
-i- you u$z
condition. Price 50c. Sold by
to- gorous
exhibition
until
the
of
the
close
Mow
Gcsd
Central Drug Co. Adv.
morrow night.
EMPRESS
Blood Health
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
FLOUR
Report No 384, September 1, 1913,
You can do so by ridding yourself Las
Vegas Business Mens associa
cause.
kid
Inactive
of
Weak
the
and
Warm Days and Proper
:
neys allow uric acid poisons to re- tion
It
giving you
Help do Wonders for
in
main
Warranty Deeds
the blood and rheumatic
Cresto
folBlood.
the
Petrona Lopez de Ortega
a present for dopains swollen and aching joints
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease tlno Rivera, July 7, land in section
ing something
you of the pain and torment. They 39,
300.
3 vr'Qki
townhip 17, range
will positively and permanently build
2 Y'.'d do any
et. ux to Ruth C. Eb- Stout
you
Beecher
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals ersole; August 20, land in section 30,
way when you
out of the blood and body. Try them. township 17, range 19; $3,500.
learn how Much
O. G. Schaefe and Red Cross Drug
George T. Cole et uxi to Beecher
Store. Adv.
EMPRESS
Better
section
acres
in
200
Stout, August 7,
$3,500.
17,
range
20, township
FLOUR nalfy is. g
WISCONSIN STATE FAIR
D. Goke to Manuel
R.
Gumesinda
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Made by GERSept. 5. 'With B.
Goke,. August 21, Henry Goke mill
practically all of the exhibits In place,
MAN PROCESS
at Sapello.
everything is. in readiness for the property
Deeds
Mortgage
Wisconsin state fair, which will open
ONE COUPON FROM
A few flosea of that wonderful blood
Andres Pollack et ux to Charles
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
(purifier, 8. S. S.. will start activities in its gates here Monday morning for Weld
near
acres
IOCS
Co., August 21,
the cellular tissues of the body ana
STAMPS
FIVE
soon show decided change in the skin. a week's engagement. The rnanage- San Pablo precinct No. 27, San Miguel
of
to
make
BRINGS YOU THE
ment
has
been
a
fine
network
tiny
The Bkln Is but
working hard
A
county; $1.
Tlood vessels, and the specific action of a
IT 'S
SPOON
display this year
. S. S. Is declared to be a pronounced
S. C. Martin et al to Ludwig Wil
GENUINE WM.
stimulation of the activity of these and as a result of their efforts there liam
secIlfeld, August 6, 1G0 acres
cells. Certain it is that In a surprisROGERS &
is promised the best collection of agrition 17, township 17, range 24, south
ingly short time any skin eruption
SONS' OA A
shows a most remarkable change; it cultural, mechanical, live stock, and east quarter; $354.28.
STANDARD
begins to dry up; the kin scales off fruit and vegetable
exhibits ever
J. F. Hammond et ux to A. F.
In tiny flecks, and soon a layer of
SILVER
race
An
seen
results.
excellent
here.
profirm
tissue
and
clear,, healthy
August 21, 220 'ncres near
PLAT- EThe reason for this is in the peculiar
and a variety of free amuseOnava; $1,460.
stimulation of S. S. S which enables gram
BEAUTIFUL
will
the
ments
be
included
the
from
among
the cells In the skin to select
Quit Claim Deed
blood the nutriment It requires for
Vicenta
(STEROrtega to Margarito Roicpreneration.
This fact has been demonstrated year
FINISH
mero, August 28, southeast quarter of
LING)
in end year out in a wonderful number .
Facing a Serious Proposition
$1.
17,
15;
range
section
30,
township
cases
of
severe
diseases
that
of
skin
The man or woman who haa kidney
had seemrd to be incurable.
Gross Kelley & Co., to ChrestSnio
EMPRESS
"Jou can obtain S. 8. S. at any well trouble is facing1 a serious proposition,
December 29, 1911, land on
folRivera,
where
grave complications readily
rrocked drug store, if you insist upon
are
Into
sure
can be ob- are
talked
but
be
Pills
low
$1.
Peco3 grant;
rot,
you
neglect. Foley Kidney
it,
once
medicine
something "jutst as stood."
curative
an honest
that
Gross Kelly & Co. to Creatine RiK. S. 8. Is
tained in thi city from
prepared by the Swift
taken Into your system mem restored
December 19, 1911, tvo tracts 0
Co., ISO Swift man., Atlanta, Ga.
vera,
Write for their illustrated book on, health and strength. O. G. Sehaefer Pecos
ALL
grant; $1.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
,kin Ulscarfea,
Cottonwood Falls, Kan., Sept. 5.- One of the most valuable alfalfa seed
crops tver raised by alfalfa growers
vt this country Is being threshed and
marketed now. While the hot, dry
season has been ruining the com crop
and drying up pastures, Is has been
making the alfalfa men good money.
Farmers here have threshed crops
which have made ten bushels to the
acre, while from four to six bushels
la a common yield along the Cottonwood valley and other creek bottoms
this season. A few fields have made

5, 1913.
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GROCERS

search out the people to wnom among au
Uiose who MIGHT BUY the particular thins i worth most.
Classified

a

a

d.

--

That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST vo somecs
and would acTtr he?
were
here.
advertised
tt
unless
your property
who reads the ads. In thla newspaper

v

....

w

v

Others, who read and ana f er ads. in this newspaper waat i -are anxious 10 pay eash for)- - hooks, automobile, nsod niacins.- and furniture, article" of MS ulnei of any sort, and musie;
struments.
As the classifleo. ads. are read by ail poasli! bayeia, of all v- alble sorts of thiasa, they kTe come to be findars of the beet (.,,
kets.
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in
and 50c and the GOCYCLE is yours.

ad-van- ce

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'ZXf for which I agree
to pay In advance $
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LOCAL NEWS

FANCY

automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light
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STEARNS' STORE
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at

7:05

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.

A

VERSATILE MAN

IF WORK IS TO

IS MR. ROMAINE

BE DONE

FIELDING

One Women Experimented

ilii

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gerard are the LAS VEGAS IS FALLING BEHIND JUST AS GOOD A,T PLANNING ENproud parents of a baby girl born to
HER
NEIGHBORS IN GOOD
TERTAINMENTS AS IN STAGthem last night.
ING "MOVIES"
ROADS MOVEMENT

She wanted to see if she really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

Her Hoosier

Cabinet

of her walking was wasted. Frank
5
ly most women don't waste such a large percent.,
Finch's Goiaen Wedding Rye, aged
... .
1.
What is Las Vegas doing in regal d
hilt olmnat an
onw nna
u ;
That Romaine Fielding, manager of
vno will
ntu tnll
JU
icji ;uu lug nuUSlCf
ifttok
In wood. Direct from the distillery to Good
Roads Day that is to be ob the Lubin Motion Picture company,
saves half your steps
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
served on September 10, just five days is a delightful entertainer as well as
The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at
Adv.
your
away? Is the question that is being talented' actor was shown last night
fingers ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
asked all over the city.
when the Masons, the Elks and the
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will
A marriage license was Issued this
please you. Better order yours
Wagon Mound, Watrous and all oth Commercial club members and their
now
and save miles of steps this hot summer.
morning at the court house to Juan er cities and towns
along the Santa wives and lady friends were the guests
Fresquez, aged 21 and Apolonia Vigil, Fe Trail north
The Best Homes in Las Vegas Have Hoosiers In Ihem
this city have taken of Mr. Fielding at a spaghetti feast
of
aged 17. Both are residents of Los
will
a
400
with
Romaine.
Las
Over
the
movement
at
Hotel
the
up
hearty
"Vljiles, where they were born and
and are planning to do big work next Vegas citizens attended this affair,
reared.
LOCAL AGENTS
Wednesday. Dr. W. T. Brown, the which, perhaps, was the largest of Its
workIs
in
of
the
movement,
ever
the
kind
city.
given
In the recent election in the city originator
hard along the line north and asHotel Romaine was prettily ar
of Roy, under the local option law, ing
the city went wet. The vote was: sures the local people that a great ranged for the evening." The dining
room of the establishment was pro
Wet 157, dry 108. The election fol- worfe will be done there.
D L
local
The
thus
has
committee
far
fusely decorated In the national col
lowed a campaign that was noted for
Inmuret
Deliveries
at Minimum Cxpxnse
Prompt
funds.
on
lack
been
handicapped by
ors, Mr. Fielding's favorites, while the
Its bitterness.
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
Unless money Is obtained to pay the tables on which the feast was served
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
iRev. Dr. J. H. Landau announced men who will work the roads on this were embellished with pretty flowers.
will
be
out
the
Las
of
The serving started at 9:30 o'clock
Vegas
today that he desired the attendance day
the first guests entered the
of all the members of Congregation race. Tne road that nas been assign- when
Montefiore at the temple tonight. Dr. ed for the local people to work Is one dining room for the spaghetti feast.
W.I
The feast was delightful, being ori
Landau expects to outline the plans of the worst along the Santa Fe trail
f' fin.. .. niiiiiiir
for the religious work of the coming and this should be sufficient to rouse ginal and tasty. During the first servan
to
active part.
all citizens
take
fall and winter.
ing a life size portrait of Mr. Fielding
vo) iff
Unless some definite action is tak was unveiled.
This portrait was
A garage has been opened in the en on thi3 matter with the
painted by F. H. Hull, scenic artist
of the citizens as a whole within of the Lubin company, and is an ex
building on the Piaza formerly ocy 3
cupied by the Juan Silva saloon. Jack the next few days, Las Vegas prob cellent likeness of the popular actor.
Howard will have charge of the place, ably will fall down on its share of the This part of the program came as a
Miss Eleawhich, it is said, is owned by one or work of Good Roads Day. Other cities surprise to Mr. Fielding.
two prominent and wealthy citizens have completed their plans, and many nor Mason, secretary to Mr. Fielding,
of Las Vegas! The garage is to be have arranged to close all business removed the veil that covered the picprovided with all modern equipment. houses In order to enable everybody ture. Mr. Fielding made a short adto assist in the road work.
dress following this part of the
Wagon Mound has entered Into the
spirit of Good Roads day with energy.
The second serving started at 10 o'
SLIT SKIRT O. K.
The leading merchants a the town
clock and over 150 per sons filed into
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from
have agreed to close their stores for
Kansas City, Sept. 5 "There .s the dining room. Immediately followCHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,
the entire day in order that they nothing immoral in the slit skirt, dia ing the feast the dining room was
or
an
other
ophave
present cleared for dancing. Music was furand their employes may
any
phanous gown
portunity to assist in road building form of woman's attire. Narrow skirts nished by the Simison five piece orand repairing. A rarge amount of and1 trim figures do not mean immor- chestra, which played through the en
equipment and horses has been do- ality, as some Insist. One of the most tire evening. Dancing continued un
nated for use. The work will be car- vicious epochs of society was when til the
early hours this morning. The
ried on systematically, men having houp skirts1 were worn."
affair as announced early this week.
This statement was made today by was
been, detailed to take charge of the
decidedly informal, although an
various sections ot road assigned to Judge Ralph H. Latshaw of the crim- occasional drees suit was seen. The
inal court when asked by persons furWagon Mound for improvement.
gowns worn by the large number of
thering a campaign against extreme ladies present were beautiful. Ac
The icity gang and scraper this styles In women's dress for his opin- j
cording to an observing citizen these
cause.
stretch
of
on
their
the
ion
started
wtrk
morning
wore the most exquisite ever
"The women of today," continued gowns
of street on Main avenue between
an affair of this kind. The
seen
at
This Judge Latshaw, "have only one idea,
Sixth and Seventh streets.
Lubin
entire
company attended the
street during the rainy season has in view to dress in a manner that
allowed storm water to run over the appeals to men. Well, hasn't it always party.
The capable way In which the hoshlfewaik on Sixth street and has been so?
handled the im"I remember when it was consider- tel maangement
proved a disagreeable thoroughfare
much favorable
received
mense
crowd
during any had weather. The street ed immodest for a woman to arrange comment
those
present. There
among
would
will be graded in such a way that her coiffure in a manner that
that
rush
the
none
usually .atof
was
the flow of water will be directed Into show her ears. We have advanced."
but
everything
such
functions,
tends
j'
the gutters and will not touch the
was a most jolIt
ofC
went
smoothly.
and
walks. The work on Third street
WOMEN PROTECT MEN
ly party.
Washington avenue is now'completed
if
Mich., Sept. 5. Women
The spirit of the evening harmonizCalumet,
and is a great improvement.
have arrayed themselves against wo- ing! with the decorations, assured a
men in the copper mine strike situa- good time for everybody present. Mr.
The Lubln Motion Picture compai y
tion. Women in families of
Fielding' circulated through the crowd
fm
of
this morning resumed the work
hand in the and met the larger part of his guests,
an
active
taken
men
have
ishing the scenar.o started the first cause of their menfolk and are eswhile a number of the other members
part of the week. This play, "The
to and from work. They of the company also were introduced.
them
corting
Harmless One," will be finished by
are determined to "mix" with women The spirit shown last night showed
tomorrow night providing the work
strike
sympathizers should any of the plainly that Mr. Fielding has the
nroCTesses well. Mr. Fielding expects
to interfere. Last night friendship and good will of Las Vegas
attempt
latter
work
of
amount
to get in an unusual
woman with a rock people. As the host last night, he is
muscular
one
large
within the next month and will write
club in the other, credited with producing one of the
a
and
in
one
hand
and produce on an average o fone
observed escorting ive men from most delightful affairs ever given to
was
two-refeature a week during that
the mines. She was unmolested.
Las Vegas society. As an actor he
time.
receives from Las Vegas people admiration given him by the entire
Few lecturers have the happy faculty
world as the greatest motion picture
of being able to interest all classes
3 1
player of the day.
The
of people as has Dr. Roberts.
will
last
of
affair
night,
The
long
children are delighted with the beaube remembered by all those present
ful colored slides and his description
and Mr. Fielding's fame as an enter
admire
art
of child life. The lovers of
tainer will never fade.
the clotures of the beautiful cathe
the
drals and palaces and listen with
AMERICANS ARE SECOND
closest attention to his description of
Perry, 0. Sept. 5. The panCamp
the architectural arrangement of the
match opened this
revolver
American
buildings. The practical business man
morning with three teams lined up,
s interested In what he has to say
the United States, Peru
representing
oncernine
public ownership and
and
Republic. This match
Argentine
forms ot city government. The labor
range. The
was shot on the
of
HUMOR,
ing man Is interested in the wage
cash prizes amounted to $2,875. The
nidation as discussed by Dr.RODerts.
of
J..H.
United States team consists
The educator, the politician and the
Snook of Ohio, C. M. McCutcheon of
auor
preacher all find the letcure
Colorado, Parmely Hanford of New
interest.
sorbing
York, Hans Roedder of New York and
J. A. Deitz of New York.
The Italian shooters of New York
"HARVEY'S"
are
sealeading in the individual rifle reFamous mountain ranch; 31st
of
CROSS
match of the
entry
Car
rates.
old
aon. Old management;
issued
to
bulletins
a
union, according
riage out every Saturday. Leave
today. The United States stands secat Miirphev's or Plaza hotel
ond and the Argentine Republic third.
Nine-tent-
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J. O. JOHNSEN

BUY At! AUTO

Dinner

Sept 6th.,

EAT ALL YOU WANT BETWEEN 6 AND 7(30 P. M.

Cream of Potatoes

RELISHES
Chow-Cho-

Radishes

Young Onions

MEATS
Brazed Sir loin of Beef

Brown Gravy

Roast Pork

Apple Sauce

Macaroni

Au Gratin

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAINv WAGOIN

ENTREE
Maple Syrup

VEGETABLES
Cauliflower in Cream

Mashed Potatoes

'

Braised Carrots

DESERTS
Mixed Cookies

Egg Plumbs

fULzjin rwM

Aganls

Mixed Pickles

Corn Fritter

mf

m5Ii 11'

jfe

SGUP

SON

tVERY WAGON

win

HOTEL ROMAINE

&

:

".'1

i

Cheese

Pear Pie

DRINKS
Tea

Postum

Milk

Coffee

Iced

Tea

Buttermilk

Crackers

Cheese

Don't forget our big dinner Sunday evening from 5t30 to 9 P.M
COME EARLY - ONLY 50c
GOOD MUSIC

non-unio- n

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

,

AT THE HOME OF

THE

BEST

F.ncy

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Pesvches For Preserving. Per
Box $1.25

Concord Gra.pes. Per BaJsket 50c
All Other Fruits for Preserving at Lowest Motrket.Price

Fancy

EW HOSPITAL

lipe

BUILDING

FUND

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE COURSE

BARTLETT

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
and PATHOS

TRAVEL

Col.R.B.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22

1

THE

GRAAF

&

IIAYVARD

CO.

STOKE- -

The coal miners of Illinois are said
to be better organized than those of
were put entirely out of commission! anv other bituminous
n
TRAFFIC IS DELAYED
New York, Sept 5. Not a wheel If , was 9 o'clock, before the line was state.' One result of this has been the
moved la the New York subway be- cleared and then the congestion pre establishment of the eight-hou- r
day
street In upper vented s anything like normal condi throughout the coal mining regions.
tween Ninety-sixt'
s
Manhattan and the Brooklyn terminal tkms.
worlt-bouthe
hour
ol
rush
during the
crowds this morning, resulting
CONTINUES
ouicMy la one of the wost conges- Washington, Sept 5.
t'ons la IralQo the city has known.
M.
nation
Martin
of
Mulhall
by
Over three inches ot rainfall during
li The Ideal Mountain Resort
night flooded the Eubway' tracks neys for the National Association of
Phones Main 20 and Olive 5174
to the depth of three feet or more, Manufacturer continued today before
subway the house lobby committee.
and nine miles of

SOLDIERS

6 lbs. for

or-rr-

cpal-mim-

h

'

Cross-exam!-

four-tracke-

EL P0RVENIR

H

?

!

1

L

AT

1 t BOUCHER'S

M

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

WATER SUPPLY SCARCE'
Kansas City, Sept 5. Extreme heat
prevailed In Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma again today, with temperatures ranging toward the 100 mark.
Reports of suffering from lack of
water in various localities continued.

THE HOLY LAND

1
RACE CALLED OFF
Marblehead, Mass., Sept. 5.The
fourth In the series of international
zonder races was called off shortly

after 3:30 today because of lack of
wind.

the

I

SEASON TICKETS

$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS ... .. . .

33c

